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Chapter 1

Introduction
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1.1 General introduction

In the past decades carbon nanomaterials
have drawn much attention to the

researcher due to their unlque Structure and properties･ It is the chemical genius of carbon

that it can bond in different ways to form different material with completely different

properties･ Carbon nanomaterialsare found in variety forms such as graphite, diamond,

carbon nanoflbers (CNFs),fullerenes and carbon nanotubes (CNTs)･ Fig･ 1 shows the

various allotropic forms of carbon･ The arrangement of carbon atoms by forming Several

distinct types of valence bond in the lattice formed different kinds of structures of carbon

material.

Fl'g. ). DIHue〝tfoTmS OfcaTboA

Diamond

Diamond is the allotrope and one of the stable forms of carbon where the carbon

atoms are arranged in an isometric-hexoctahedral crystal lattice･ Diamond is one of the

hardest known natural materials and the third-hardest knownmaterial a洗er aggregated

diamond nanorodsand ultrahard fullerite･ It can be synthesized from graphite at high

temperatures and pressures [1]･In diamond, four valence electrons in the carbon atom are
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shared equally throughsp3 hybridization･ This material has been adapted for many uses

because of its exceptlOnal physicalcharacteristics viz. high di5perSiorl index, high

thermal conductivity (900-2320 W/m K), high melting point of 3820 K

(3547 oC/6420 oF) and a boiling point of 5100 K (4827 oC/8720 oF)･Naturally occurring

diamonds have a density ranging from 3･15 to 3･53 g/cm3,with very pure diamond

typically extremely close to 3152 g/cm3･ The structure of the diamond is shown in Fig･ 2･

ng. 2. ShcbTe
0/dionzonLL

The bond length between two sp3 ca,bon atoms is l･54 A･ Due to highly symmetrical

arrangements of carbon atom, diamond can form different shapes of eight-sided

octahedron cubes, dodecahedra, and combinations of these shapes,

G ra plli暮e

Graphite is the most stable form of carbon at room temperature and atmospheric

pressure･ In graphite each carbon atom is covalently bonded to three others
in the same

plane. The structure of the graphite is shown in Fig1 3･ In the graphite structure, overlap



occurs between the 2(sp2) orbital of neighboring atoms in the same plane･ For such

neighbors a side-to-side overl叩also occurs between也eir unhybridized p orbital･ A

side-to-side bondingknown as 7t-bonding and the electrons participating in this

a-bonding seem able to move across these冗-bonds丘om one atom to the next･ This

feature explains graphite's ability to conduct electricity along the sheets of carbon atom

parallel to the (0001) direction･ The distance between the sp2 c-c is l･42 A･

fTg. 3. ｣馳ⅦebTe OfgTaPhilel

A distance 3.40 A holds the adjacentsheets of carbon atoms together by the weak Van der

waals bonds. The bond angle between the carbon atoms is 120o･ It has a high melting

point, similar to that ofdiamond･ It is used in pencils and as a dry lubricant for things like

locks. Due to the presence of delocalized 7t electrons it can conduct electricity･
However,

the electricity is only conducted within the plane of the layers･

Fullerene

EijiOsawa of Toyohashi University of Teclmology predicted the existence of C60
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in the year of 1970. He made some hypothesis about ball shapestructure. He published

that report in Japanese magazine and did not reach to the people of other country. Real

breakthrough came when Robert Curl, Harold Kroto and Richard Smal】ey丘rst reported

the existence offullerene in the year of 1985 [2].

The且111erene is one of the most well known allotropes of carbon (Fig. 4).This

closed cage carbon molecule is completely composed of carbon atoms and exists in the

form of sphere, ellipsoid and tubes･ The best known example offu1Herene is C60･ This

mo)ecu)e is near)y spherica) with truncated icosahedral structure formed by 12 pentagons

and 20 hexagonswith a carbon atom at the vertices of each po)ygon and a bond along

each polygon edge. The presence of pentagons prevents the molecule to be planar and

introduces curved structure. A greatly elongatedfullerene can be producedwith exactly 12

pentagons andmillions of hexagons [3].The coordination of carbon atom infu1lerene is

non planar but slightly pyramidalizedwith some sp3 bonding present in the essentially sp2

carbons. Not only C60 but also C70, C72, C76, C84 and even up to 100 carbon atoms are also

observed.

Fl-a. 4.肋d〟re
oJ/uEEeTene.



Carbon nanofibers (CNFs)

Carbon nanofibers (CNFs) are an exciting new class of carbon nanomaterial and it

has been the subjectof numerous research studies. The interest in the structure of these

fllaments and their properties emerged in the 1970s with the development of the

transmission electron microscopy, when the mechanistic proposals of Oberlin et al･【4]and

Baker et al.【5】were reported.

There are different structural forms of CNFs. The widely accepted structures of CNFs are

platelet, flShbone, ribbon, stacked cup CNFs (Fig･5)･

･d:J...

Platelet

㌔.一定汲モ羅岩屋宝.㍍y

Fisbbone hollow core Ribbon Stacked cup

frg. 5. DIUeTentfomlS OfcqTbon nqnoJibusl

The structural differences of CNFs arise due to the arrangement of graphene layers with

respect to the fiber axis of nanofibers･ In platelet CNFs the graphene layers are

perpendicular to the flber axis･ In flShbone nanoflbers the graphene layers are inclined to

some angle with respect to the丘bril axis･ Ribbon CNFs are comprised of straight, unrolled

graphene layers that are parallel to the fibril axis with non-cylindrical cross-sections･ This

form ofnanofiber is a continuous layer ofrolled (spiral)graphene along the fiber axis･
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Carbon nanotubes (CNTs)

In 1952 Radushkevicb and Lukyanovich published clear im喝eS Of 50 manometer

diameter tubes made of carbon [6].The discovery of this material was largely
unnoticed,

as the article was published in the Russian language･ Although CNTs were produced

before 1991 ,
but the invention of the transmission electron microscope allowed the direct

visualization of these structures by S. Iijimain 1991 【7].ARer the discovery of this novel

material itgave us lot of hopes regarding the new technology progress･ CNTs have been

attracting considerable attention because of their unlque Physical and chemical properties･

There are two kinds of CNTs: single-walled (SWNTs) and multi-walled carbon nanotubes

(MWNTs). They are made of concentric cylinders placed around a common central

hollow, with spaclng between the layers close to that of the interlayer distance in graphite

(0.34 nm).
The interlayer distance in MWNTs is littlebit higherto the distance between

graphene layers in graphite, approximately 3.3 A due to severe geometrical constraint

when formlng the concentric seamless cylinders while maintaining the graphite spaclng

between them. A SWNT is formed by rolling a sheet of graphene
into a cylinder along a

lattice vector in the graphene plane. Depending on the chirality (thechiral angle between

hexagons and the tube axis),
SWNTs can be either metallic or semiconductors, with band

gaps that are relatively large (0.5eV for typical diameter of l･5 nm) or small (10 meV),

even if they have nearly identical diameters [8]. The chemical
bonding of CNTs are

composed entirely or sp2 bonds, similar to those or graphite･ This sp2 bonding structure

makes the molecule withtheir unique strength･ Both SWNTs and MWNTs can be

regarded as aggregates of nanotube units (cylinders),the MWNTs consisting of

7



concentric assemblyand SWNTs ropes of close packed nanotube units･ The aspect ratios

of both MWNTs and SWNTs are highbecause their lengths are in the range of several

micrometers. SWNTs have a diameter of close to 1 nanometer, with a tube length that can

be many thousands of times longer and MWNTs have the diameter is in the range of2 to

25 nm. Apart from SWNTs and MWNTs, double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWNTs) are

considered as one special type ofmaterial and canbe considered as two co-axial SWNTs,

which are expected to be utilized as memory devices, magnetic devices etc [9]･Recent

studies showed that DWNTs have higher thermal and chemical stability thanSWNTs, and

can be applied to gas sensors, dielectric devices, nanoelectronic devices, nanocomposites

and emitters etc. The DWNTs have a co-axial structure and made of two concentric

gr叩hene cylinders.

1.2 Synthesis methods of carbon nanofibers (CNFs)

Till date, numerous methods have been developed to synthesize CNFs for many

potential applications (fieldemission devices, sensors,fuel cells, supercapacitors etc)･

These include:

A. Floating catalyst method, in which fibers seems to grow on vapor phase [10-12]･

B. Substrate methods, where fibers grow on catalyst deposit on substrate [13,14]･

C. Microwave pyrolysis chemical vapor deposition (MCVD) [15]･

D. Low-Power Microwave Plasma-Assisted CVD 【16】.

E. Ion irradiation technique [17,18].

F. Pulsed laser ablation method [19].

8



1.3 Synthesis methods of carbon nanotubes (CNTs)

There are three prlnCiple methods to synthesize CNTs･ These are arc discharge

[20],laser ablation [21],and chemical vapor deposition method (CVD [22].The flrSttwo

methods are modified physical vapor deposition method and involve carbon vaporization

at high temperatures. These two methods are very well known to produce high quality

CNTs with lot of other byproducts (amorphous carbon, metal impurities).The main

disadvantages of these methods are that the equlpmentS requlrementS and large amounts

of energy consumed by these methods make them hinder for large-scale production. CVD

method offer one of the mostviable techniques to prepare large-scale synthesis of CNTs

in low cost. This me也od can be easily scaled up to industrial production. This method is

a continuous process and considered for high yield and low impurity production of CNTs

at moderate temperature.

1.3.1 Arc discharge method

In 1991, Sumio Iijimafirst prepared CNTs [7] by arc discharge method and the

macroscopic production of CNTs was made in 1992 [23]. This method is very well

known method to prepare SWNTs, DWNTs and MWNTs. In arc discharge method, direct

cu汀ent (DC) arc discharge experiments were carried out in a stainless steel chamber that

was filled with hydrogenmelium, or their mixture at certain pressure･ The anode is a

graphite rod in which a hole had been drilled and filled with some metal catalyst. The

anode and cathode was kept at certain distance. When current was passed through the
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electrodes, plasma will be generated･ This plasma will evaporate the carbon on theanode

and the material will be deposited on the cathode surface. Using this method Iijimaet al･

[24] and Bethune et al. 【25]synthesized SWNTs. Not only SWNTs and MWNTs, but also

DWNTs have been also synthesized by this method [26,27]･

1.3.2 Laser ablation techniques

This method is almost similar to arc discharge method, as the optimum

background gas and cぬ1yst mixture is same as in the arc discharge metbod･ In the year

of 1995, Smalley's group prepared CNTs by laser ablation method [28]･There are two

kinds of laser to vaporize the graphite target･ These are continuous laser and pulsed laser･

The light intensity of pulsed laser is much higher than the continuous laser･ The chamber

is filled with inert gas (helium or argon)
in order to keep the pressure at 500 Torr･

continuous or pulsed laser was used to v叩Orize a target consisting of a mixture of

graphite and metal catalyst (cobalt or nickel)･As the vaporized species cooled down,

small carbon molecule quickly condense to form large clusters･ The catalyst also started

to condense and adheres to carbon clusters to prevent their closing into cage structures･

The SWNTs formed in this case are bundle together by Van der Walls forces･ In the case

of pure graphite electrodes, MWNTs would be synthesized but SWNTs can be

synthesized using a mixture of graphite with transition metals as a catalyst･

10



1.3.3 Chemical vapor deposition method (CVD)

CVD method is cost effective and viable techniques for large-scale production of

CNTs. Recently this method has created a lot of attention to the researchers because of

high yield, low impurityand bulk production of CNTs at moderate temperature･ This

method is capable to control the diameter, length, and alignment of the CNTs by choosing

the suitable catalyst on substrate. This method mainly Involves the decomposition of

hydrocarbon (ethylene,acetylene, methane, alcohol etc)over the transition metal catalyst

at the desired temperature･ CVD method is essentially a two-step process consisting of a

catalyst preparation followed by the synthesis of CNTs･ There are different kinds of CVD

techniques are developed to synthesize carbon nanotubes (SWNTs, DWNTs, MWNTs)･

These are plasma enhanced CVD [29-31], thermal CVD [32], alcohol catalytic CVD

[33,34],aero gel supported CVD [35].In some applications, the deposition of CNTs on

substrate is highly desirable. In this regard CVD method is superior compared to laser

ablation and arc discharge method. The CN¶; deposited on the substrate are highly

aligned due to Van der Walls interaction between the neighboring CNTs. Various groups

reported the highly aligned CNTs on different substrates by this simple method [36140]･

1.3.4 Spray pyrolysis method

This method is very simple method compared to tha土of CVD method and is

effective for synthesis of CNTs. This method is the sister method of CVD method and

relatively･ Inexpensive and simpler than CVD method･ Using this method Afre et al･

ll



synthesized well-aligned MWNTs by spray pyrolysis of natural precursor [41]･Thus it

has been indicated that spray pyrolysis method is also a promlSlng method for the growth

of different kinds of CNTs.

I.4 Y-junctioncarbon nanotubes (Y-CNTs)

CNTs with junctionshave been attracting a considerable attention because these

materials are potentially able to bring ln new mechanical and electrical properties･･ Many

theoretical and experimental works have been carried out to explore the atomic structure

and electrical properties of Y-CNTs [42-46]. For device application it is desirable to

connect the CNTs with different diameters and chiralities [47].However, these special

kinds of CNTs are relatively difrlCult to synthesize than normal CNTs･ The first synthesis

of Y-CNTs was reported in 1995 [48] by Zhou et al･ Since then, most of the work
has

been carried out by CVD uslng different carbon source and transition metal as the

catalyst [49-55].Recently, it has been observed that gold nano-particles are also effective

for growlng YICNTs･ Since gold has the merits of excellent electric conductivity,

resistance to oxidation, and compatible with IC process, it would be an ideal choice for

the fabrication of CNT devices･ Recently Luo et al･ prepared Y-CNTs on Si substrate by

Au-catalyzed CVD method 【56】･

1.5 Doped carbon nanotubes

Heteroatom doping (e.g.,boron, sulfur, phosphorous, and nitrogen) of graphitic

carbon lattices effects various physicochemical properties of sp2 ca,bon materials [57,58]･

12



It has been predicted theoretically and experimentally that the substitution of carbon atom

by heteroatom in the graphite &amework changes the electrical conductivity, chemical

reactivity and hardness of the CNTs [59,60].Thus the tuning of their electronic properties

in a controlled manner is required, and in this context, doping represents a suitable choice.

Analogous to the processes employed in the silicon industry, an effective approach to

generate n-and p-type semiconductors with a controlled doping level is the substitution

with heteroatoms such as N, B, or P. The doping of CNTs with boron and nitrogen is

relatively easy because of their smaller atomic radius･ The doping of CNTs with boron

and nitrogen atom renders them p-type and n-type, respectively･

Synthesis of nitrogen-doped CNTs (CNx) has recently been considered as a

possible method to control the electronic properties of CNTs in a well-defined way･ An

enhancement of conductivity is expected, because the additional electrons contributed by

the nitrogen atom provide electron carriers for the conduction band [61]･The advantage

of such nanotube is that their electronic properties are primarily determined by the

composition and are thus relatively easy to control. CNx nanotubes are very effective

material for fleld emission [62], hydrogen storage media [63] and in microelectronics

[64,65].For this reason, much effort has been devoted to the synthesis of CNx nanotubes

or good quality via simple and reliable techniques. Several groups have reported the

synthesis of the CNx nanotubes [66-74].Substitution of nitrogen atom on CNTs induces

different features on these structures･ The rlrSt is an sp2 con{lguration where one N atom

substitutes C atom in the walls and has an extra electron, thereby generatingann-type

semiconductor･ The second expected conflguration is a pyridine-like bond, which

involves the removal of a C atom from the nanotube walls inducing structural defects.

13



cNx nanotubes show a bamboo-like morphology with transverse carbon bridges fbmlng

compartments due to incorporation of nitrogen atom on CNTs･

I.6 Field emission properties of carbon nanotubes/nanofibers

The remarkable field emission characteristics of CNTs/CNFs have generated

considerable interest in their application for vacuum microelectronic
devices, [75-78]･

This is due to their highaspect ratio, good mechanical/electrical properties,and

thermal/chemical stability.New X-ray tubes have recently been developed using CNTs

and CNFs as field electron sources [79,80]. Various methods have been developed to

synthesize CNFs on various substrates (silicon,nickel, quartz, glass, plastic etc)
to study

their field electron emission properties. Chen et al. [81]prepared aligned high aspect ratio

cNFs in-situ uslng modified hot filament chemical vapor deposition･ The field emission

properties were then studied･ A Fe{r wire filament acted as a catalytic source and a heat

source･ cNFs were deposited on a Si substrate with CO2 aS a Carrier gas through ethanol･

The experimental results indicate that the flow in the horizontal direction to the substrate

produces CNFs with diameters of less than 10 nm･ The fleld emission current of2 V/pm

was o.54 mA/cm2; the turn-on field of the sample was l･1 V/pm･ The direct growth of

vertically aligned CNTs onto flexible plastic substrates using Plasma-enhanced chemical

vapor
deposition has been reported by Ho血ann et al･ 【82]･Field emission measurements

show a low tum-on fleld of-3･2 V/pm and a low threshold fleld of-4･2 V/pm･ The result

establishes a method of nexible field emitter fabrication, which is well suited for display

production and integration of CNTs into plastic electronics･ Recently Tan et al･ fabricated

14



carbon nanoflber-based nexible field emitters prepared by an ion beam technique･ The

nexible emitters are extremely robust under various stress conditions and show no slgn Of

degradation after 16 h long lifetime test･ The advantages of nexible
substrate, among

many, are lower cost of producing the emitterand allowlng emitter of any geometry and

shape to be made for use in field emission applications [83]･For the practical application

of CNTs and CNFs to field electron sources, their synthesis on large
substrates is

indispensable. In the conventional synthesis methods, such as arc discharge, laser

ablation, CVD, growth temperatures higher than500 oC are generally required. Such a

high growth-temperature
is, however, a serious drawback for commercialization･ They

should be grown at lower temperatures, ideally at room temperature. Tanemura et al.

synthesized CNFs on graphite, carbon-coated silicon, and carbon-coated nickel surfaces

were bombarded with obliquely incident Ar'ions at room temperature･ The fleld electron

emission measurements for the CNFs thus grown on the carbon-coated silicon substrate

showed the threshold field of l･8 V/pm with a current density of I mA/cm2, and the fleld

enhancement factor was estimated to be 195 1 [84].Smith et al. prepared CNFs by plasma

enhanced chemical vapor deposition of CH4 at room temperature On Ni catalyzed glass

substrates. The observed structures displayed excellent electron field
emission with a

threshold field of 5 V/叩n and field enhancement factor was found to be about 4200 [85].

Extensive studies on the electron field emission characteristics of CNTs (SWNTs,

DWNTs, MWNTs and vertically aligned one)
have been carried out in recent years due to

the potential applications of CNT rleld emitters in nat TV and large panel display [86-88].

The first
working flat panel display based on carbon nanotube

field emitters has been

reported [89].Recent studies showed that aligned CNTs are very effective field emitter.
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Pan et al. measured the fleld emission performance from aligned and opened carbon

nanotube arrays･ Field emission current densities of 10 pA/cm2 were observed at applied

fleld of O･6-1 V/pm, and current densities of 10 mAノcm2 have been realized at applied

flelds as low as 2-2.7 V/pm [90]. Yoon et al. prepared high-purity vertically aligned

CNTsvia pyrolysis of ferrocene (FeCIOH10)and acetylene (C2H2) in the wide temperature

range of 600-1000 oC and studied their field emission propeQ.
A typical turn-on field,

which produces a current density of O･1 pA/cm2, is about 2･9, 1･4, and l･2 V/pm

respectively, for the CNTs prepared at 600, 800, and 1000 oC･-The respective emission

current denslty reaches 1 mA/cm2 at an applied field of about 6･0, 3･0, and 2･5 V/pm･

This indicates that field emission property was improved with increaslng the growth

temperature･ This can be attributed to the enhancement of graphitization of CNTs with

increasing血e growth temperature 【91]･

SWNTs and DWNTs are also a potential candidate for application on the fleld

emission display･ Yang et al･ prepared large-area, high-uniformity, and high-density

SWNTs by catalytic pyrolysis of ethanol at 900 oC in a tubularfumace･ The field

emission measurements indicated that they are excellent emitter with extremely low

turn-on field ofO.008 V/pm and threshold field ofO.07 V/pm [92]･Jung et al･ studied the

field emission characteristics of annealed and non-annealed DWNTs. It was observed that

the annealed DWNTs had enhanced crystallinity and reduced defects･ DWNTs showed

better field emission performance a洗er high-temperature thermal annealing･ The annealed

DWNTs indicated the turn-on field of about l･16 V/pm at O･1 pA/cm2 and the threshold

fleld of about 2･12 V/pm at l･O mA/cm2･ Moreover, the annealed DWNTs exhibited

better emission stability ln relative to the nonannealed DWNTs･ Such a remarkable

16



improvement of field emission performance was attributed to the enhanced crystallinity

and reduced defects oftheannealed DWNTs [93].

1.7 Field emission properties ofCNl nanOtubes

As mentioned earlier that the electronic properties of CNTs can be modified by

introducing topological defects･ Theoretical and experimental studies revealed that

doping CNTs by N or B atoms could alter the structural and electronic properties

slgniflCantly･ These studied showed that nitrogen doping in CNTs enhances the local

density of states near the Fermi level which in turnenhance the field emission

characteristics at relatively lower applied voltage [94,95].It is observed that aligned CNx

nanotubes showed better field emission properties than pure CNTs. The Doping of CNTs

with N atom enhances their electron-conducting properties because of the presence of

additional lone palrS Of electrons that act as donors with respect to the delocalized冗

system of the hexagonalframework･ The controllable synthesis of well-aligned CNx

nanotubes with high N ratio may open a route to improve the field emission properties of

CNTs [96].

Till date, there are only few reports of the field emission properties of CNx

nanotubes･ Sharma et al･ studied the fleld emission properties of CNx nanotubes grown

in-situ on tungsten (W) tips and nat silicon substrate. Field emission measurement

showed that CNx nanotubes exhibited better fleld emission performance than the undoped

CNTs･ It has been suggested that in CNx nanotubes, the nitrogen atoms substitute the

carbon atoms in the graphene sheet and modify the conduction band [97]･ Wang et al.
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synthesized highlyaligned CNx nanotubes with a high content of･nitrogen (Ⅹ≦ 9%) by

pyrolyzing metal phthalocyanine on an n-type Si(100) substrate･ Field emission

measurements suggest that the CNx nanotubes began to emit electrons at an electric field

of l･5 V/pm, and current densities of 80 pA/cm2 have been realized at an applied
field as

low as 2.6 V/pm [98].Srivastava et al. synthesized CNx nanotubes on mirror polished

and mechanical polished Si substrates･ All the CN芯; were fわund to have bamboo

structure with very sharp tips･ These films showed very good field emission

characteristics with threshold field in the range of 2.65-3.55 V/ドm 【99]･Thus various

studies indicated that CNx nanotubes are effective material for field electron emission

叩pl ications.

1.S Purpose and organization of dissertation

The chief purpose of this thesis is to synthesize CNTs/CNFs and CNx nanotubes

from eco-friendly, regenerative and organic precursors by cost effective methods (spray

pyrolysis, CVD method)
for potential application and enhancements in the field electron

emission superior to earlier reports･ We have successfully gown CNTs/CNFs &om

botanical hydrocarbons by simple spray pyrolysis method･ For丘eld emission displays it

is highly desirable to grow well-aligned CNTs by simple method･ Our target was to

prepare vertically aligned CNTs丘om botanical hydrocarbons (turpentineoil, eucalyptus

oil)
by a viable and cost effective spray pyrolysis method and studied their rleld electron

emission･ Using these botanical hydrocarbons, aligned CNTs were grownnicely on

silicon and quartz substrate･ Our purpose was to achieve low turn-on, threshold field and
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highcurrentdensityサSingnatural precursors grown aligned CNTs･ It has been observed

that these kinds of CNTs are effective field emitter with low turn-on and threshold field.

The results indicated that the field emission behaviors of turpentine oil and eucalyptus oil

grown cNTs are comparable or better than the some of the recently published natural

precursor (camphor) grown field emission data･

CNx nanotubes are thought to be one of the promlSlng materials for field electron

emission devices･ Keeplng this in mind, highly dense well-aligned
bamboo-shaped CNx

nanotubes were synthesized via pyrolysis of a single feedstock (monoethanolamine) on

silicon and quartz substrate･ The ditrlCulty of using multi precursors during CVD can be

easily avoided uslng mOnOethanolamine as a slngle C伽feedstock to grow CNx

nanotubes･ The as-grown CNx nanotubes show superior fleld emission characteristics and

high current density at low field･

Y-junctionCNTs are also considered to be potential use in the FE displays and

also in the upcoming丘eld or nanoelectronics･ YJunction N-doped CNTs (VCNx) are

thought to be more conducting than normal Y-junctionCNTs･ However, there have been

few reports on the electronic properties of junctionCNTs･ Again the geometry of the

as-grown CNTs is very Important for getting high fleld emission performance･ In this

regards, Y-junctionCNTs are assumed to be quite promlSlng tO reduce the screenlng

effect due to sufrlCient
distance between the adjacent

CNTs. That is why we tried to grow

Y-CNx nanotubes for future application in nanoelectronic devices especially in FE

displays･ We successfully achieved to grow YICNx nanotubes on GaAssubstrate by

catalytic decomposition of a single feedstock (monoethanolamine) by CVD method･ FE

measurements indicated that they were elfective emitter with low turn-on and threshold
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field. The results demonstrate that monoethanolamine is an effective precursor for

growlng CNx nanotubes, which might be a promlSlng material for field electron emission

applications･ Our results indicated that the FE behaviors of these materials are better than

the some of the earlier reported value･

In the臥st chapter, a brief introduction of carbon nanomaterials (diamond,

graphite, fullerene, CNFs, and CNTs, doped CNTs) has been discussed･ The application

of CNTsand CNFs in the fleld electron emission has been described intensively. This

chapter also discussed the synthesis of CNx nanotubesand their application in field

electron emission.

second chapter deals with the synthesis of SWNTs from natural precursors:

turpentine oil and eucalyptus oil･ These precursors have been found to be an effective

precursor for SWNTs synthesis･ SWNTs were grownon high silica Y-type zeolite uslng

transition metal catalyst by spray pyrolysis method with a reaction time 25 minutes･ The

as-grown swNTs were characterized by SEM, TEM, TGADTA and Raman

spectroscopy. The growth of SWNTs depends upon various factors (temperature, now

rate of oil, now rate of gas, catalyst concentration).
The parameters are well optimized

for the growth of SWNTs･

Third chapter describes the synthesis of CNFs uslng a botanical hydrocarbon:

turpentine oil, a carbon feedstock, ferrocene as dissolved catalyst and sulfur as a

promoter by simple spray pyrolysis method at 1000 oC･ The innuence of sulfur

concentration on the mom)hology of the CNFs was investigated･ SEM, TEM, Raman,

TGADTA, BET surface area were employed to characterize the as-prepared samples･

TEM analysis confirm that as-prepared CNFs have a very sharp tip, bambooIShaped,
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open end, hemispherical cap, pipe-like mom)hologyand metal particle trapped inside the

wide hollow core. It is observed that sulfur plays an important role to promote or inhibit

the CNF growth･ Addition of sulfur to the solution of ferrocene and turpentine oil mixture

was found to be very effective in promoting the growth of CNF･ Without addition of

sulfur, carbonaceous product was very less. At high concentration of sulfur inhibit the

growth ofCNFs･ So the yield ofCNFs was optimized for a given Sulfur concentration･

In the fourth chapter, vertically aligned CNx nanotubes were synthesized on

silicon and quartz substrate using turpentine oil as carbon source, 4-tert-butylpyridine

(C9H13N) as nitrogen precursor and ferrocene as dissolved catalyst in nitrogen

atmosphere at 700 oC by simple spray pyrolysis teclmique. SEM, TEM, TGA旧TA,

Raman spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)and electron probe micro

analysis (EPMA) technique were used to characterize the structural analysis and

composition of the as-grown CNx nanotubes. Mom)hology of the films was greatly

affected by the nature of the substrate. From XPS and EPMA data, it was found that

nitrogen content of the CNx nanotubes were 1.6 and 2 at･ % on silicon and quartz

substrate,I respectively. Our studies show that two di飴rent types of N atoms can be

present in these materials. Ramanspectroscopy reveals that graphitization of CNx

nanotubes grown on silicon is better than quartz substrate･ Thermogravimetric analysis

showed that the tbemal stability of as-prepared CNx nanotubes grown on silicon

substrate is higher than the CNx nanotubes deposited on quartz substrate.

Chapter 5 describes the synthesis of vertically aligned CNTsfrom botanical

hydrocarbons: turpentine oil and eucalyptus oil on n-type Si(100) substrate using Fe

catalyst by simple spray pyrolysis method at 700 oC at atmospheric pressure･ The
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as-grown cNTs were characterized by SEM, TEMmRTEM, TGADTA and Raman

spectroscopy･ It was observed that CNTs grown from turpentine oil had better degree of

graphitization and fleld emission performance than eucalyptus oil grown CNTs･ The

turpentine oil and eucalyptus oil grown CNTs indicated that the turn-on field of about 1
･7

and l･93 V/pm, respectively at 10 LLA/cm2･ The threshold fleld was observed to be about

2.13and 2･9 V/pm at 1 mA/cm2of CNTs grown from turpentine oil and eucalyptus oil,

respectively･ Moreover, turpentine oil grown CNTs shows higher current density in

relative to eucalyptus oil grown CNTs･ The maximum current density 15･3 mA/cm2 was

obtained for
-3

V/LLm corresponds to the CNTs grown from turpentine oil･ The

improvement of field emission performance was attributed to the enhanced crystallinity

and greater length of turpentine oil grown CNTs･

ch叩ter 6 describes the synthesis of aligned bamboo-sb叩ed CNx nanotubes by

chemical vapor deposition of monoethanolamine/ferrocene mixture on silicon･ and quartz

substrate and studied their field electron emission. All CNTs exhibited bamboo-like

morphology with transverse carbon bridges formlng COmPartmentS･ The concentration of

nitrogen content has been controlled in the range of 4･8 to 6･6 at･% by controlling the

deposition temperature･ High resolution transmission electron microscopy revealed that

cNx nanotubes prepared at high temperature with low nitrogen content have high

graphitization degree･ The decomposition of monoethanolamine at reaction temperature

produces ammonia which may provides an e伍cient route of higher nitrogen content on

cNx nanotubes. Field emission measurements indicated that CNx nanotubes prepared at

800 oC showed nice field emission performance with tum-on and threshold field of l･6

and 2.3 V/pm, respectively.
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In chapter 7, Y-CNx nanotube has been synthesized by catalytic pyrolysis of

monoethanolamine/ferrocene mixture on GaAssubstrate at 950 oC by CVD method. The

presence ofY-junction
has been conflrmed by SEM analysis. SEM analysis also indicated

that most of the metal particle present at the tip of the Y-CNx. The nitrogen concentration

of Y-CNx nanotubes was found to be 7.8 at.% by XPS analysis. TEM observation

indicated that junctionCNx nanotubes have bamboo-like morphology with transverse

bridge compartments. Field emission measurements suggested that as-grown Y-CNx

nanotube is good field emitter with turn-on and threshold field is 1.6 and 2.63 V/pm,

re spective 1y.

In the last chapter, summary of the present work and suggestion for future work

have been discussed.
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Chapter 2

Synthesis of single-wailedcarbon nanotubes from

botanicalhydrocarbons
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2.1 Introduction

since their discovery in 1993 [1],single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) have

attracted a great attention due to their unlque Physical properties and potential application

in devices. Till date, several precursors such as carbon monoxide [2],methane [3],

acetylene [4],benzene [5], alcohol [6] etc･ have been used as a carbon feedstock to

synthesize SWNTs･ These precursors are related to the fossilfuels and there may be crisis

for these precursors in nearfuture･ Scarce work has been published about the synthesis of

carbon nanotubes (CNTs)from natural precursors･ The advantages of using natural

precursor as a carbon feedstock for synthesizing CNTs are that they are eco-friendly and

no chance of shortageinnear future･ Using these natural precursors as a carbon
feedstock

Afre et al. and Kumar et all prepared good quality of multi-walled carbon nanotubes

(MWNTs) and vertically aligned ones by thermal decomposition of turpentine oil and

camphor [7-10].But the synthesis of SWNTs from these kinds of natural precursors is

very rare･ Recently Andrews et al･ synthesized SWNTs by catalytic decomposition of

camphor and its analogs [11].Our target was to prepare SWNTs by this simple method

using this ecologically advantageous and regenerative material･ Turpentine oil (CIOH16)

and eucalyptus oil (C.oH180), botanical hydrocarbons, has been found to be a promising

precursor for SWNTs synthesis･ Turpentine oil is a yellow to brown nuid obtained
by the

complex distillation of resin obtained from trees, mainly various species of pine (Pinus),

extensively planted in many parts of the Southern Hemisphere･ Tuq)entine oil is

composed ofteq'enes, mainly α- pinene and β-pinenewith a boiling point of-170
oC･ It

is used chiefly as a solvent and drying agent in paints and vamishes･ This oil also used for
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medicinal purposes. Eucalyptus oil is a colorless to pale yellow liquid with a boiling

point of 176-177 oC.

Most wellknown methods for synthesizing CNTs are arc discharge [12],laser

ablation [13] and CVD method [14].However, the arc discharge grown CNTs are highly

impure and yield is very low. Laser ablation process could produce high-quality SWNTs.

But the laser vaporization ofa graphite target doped with transition metalis a high energy

process and not cost effective. CVD method is a very popular technique for synthesizing

CNTs and this method is economical and scaleable technique fわr mass production of

CNTs. However, spray pyrolysis method is a very simple and inexpensive compared to

that of other methods. This method is a sister method of CVD. The basic difference

between CVD and spray pyrolysis method is that in spray pyrolysis method pyrolysis of

carbon feedstock and the deposition of CNTs occur in one furnace whereas in CVD

method two furnaces are required for two different temperature zones to grow CNTs. One

temperature zone is used for the vaporization of carbon containing precursor and second

temperature zone is used fbr也e pyrolysis of carbon precursor and deposition of CNTs.

Recently spray pyrolysis method has attracted attention due to possibility to produce

CNTs on a commercial scale 【15】.Su et al. reported the synthesis of SWNTs by this

method using alcohol as carbon source and ferrocene as a dissolved catalyst [16].

Synthesis of SWNTs by this simple method uslng natural precursor remained as a

challenge･ In this chapter, we have reported the synthesis of SWNTs from botanical

hydrocarbons: turpentine oil and eucalyptus oil over Fe-Co and Fe-Mo/zeolite catalyst by

Spray pyrolysis technique.
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2.2 Experimental

Iron nitrate (Fe(NO3)3.9H20), cobalt nitrate (CoPO3)2･6H20) and iron nitrate

(FePO3)3.9H20), molybdenum acetate [Mo(OCOCH3)2]2 Were used as the Fe-Co or Fe-

Mo precursor and high silica zeolite (HSZ-390HUA) as the catalyst support･ All

chemicals were purchased from Nacalai Tesque and used without further purification･

Desired amount of iron nitrate and cobalt nitrate was dissolved in ethanol and then high

silica zeolite was added to this mixture･ To prepare Fe-Mo catalyst, 0･15 g of

Fe叩03)3.9H20 and 0.02 g of [Mo(OCOCH3)2]2 Was dissolved in ethanol and lg of Y-

type zeolite was added to this mixture･ The mixture was sonicated f♭r 15 minutes and

dried at 65 oC for 24 hr. and ball milled for few hours to break apart any agglomerates

that may have formed･ The concentration of the each metal species for Fe-Co catalyst

was 2.5 wt% with respect to the weight of the supported material･ The schematic
diagram

of spray pyrolysis system is illustrated in Fig･ 1･ In the spray pyrolysis method, 100 mg of

the catalyst powder was placed on quartz boat, which was then kept at the center of the

quartz tube･ The one end of the quartz tube of inner diameter 25 mm and length of 500

mm was attached with the spray nozzle and the other end was connected with the water

bubbler. The inlet of the spray nozzle was connected with the turpentine oil container･

The flow of the oil was maintained
by stop cock of the separatingfunnel･ Nitrogen gas

was used as a carrier gas･ It directs the oil to flow into the reaction zone･
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Quartz tube

Turpentine oiJ/

Eucalyptus oil

Fl'g. I. Schematic diogrqn,
o/spTqy WTO/ysis sysle肌

Before switch on the fumace, nitrogen gas was purged for few minutes for complete

removal of air from the reaction chamber. The furnace was then switched on and heated

to the reaction temperature･ Syntheses were conducted at different temperatures at

atmospheric pressure, with atypical reaction time of 25 minutes for each deposition･

whenfumace attained the desire temperature the N2 gas now Was initiated at the rate of

100 cm3/min. Then stop cock of the oi) container was opened to a)low oH to come inside

the quartz tube by now of nitrogen gas･ The f一ow rate of the oil was maintained O･1g/min.

ARer deposition thefurrLaCe Was switched off and allowed
to cool down to room

tempera山re･
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2.2.1 Material characterization

Tbe as-grown CNTs were characterized by using SEM (Hitachi S-3000H,

scanning electron microscope), transmission electron microscope (JEOL JEM-30 10) and

tbe皿OgraVimetric analysis (TGA). TGA was pe血-ed with DTG-60, Shimadzu, TA-60

ws thermal analyzer with a heating rate of 10 oC/min with 100 cm3/min now of air･

Raman spectroscopy (JASCO, NRS-1500W) was measured with an excitation

wavelength of 532 nm from a green laser with typical acquisition time of 300 s･ The

relation d - 248/a, where a (cm~1)is Raman Shi允, was used to correlate the radial

breathing modefrequenciesand
SWNTs diameter･

2.3 Results and discussion

2.3.1 Electron microscopy characterization

The formations of SWNTs were confirmed
by direct observation under

transmission electron microscopy･ For TEM observation, the as-grownmaterial was

sonicated
in methanol for few seconds and then the suspension was dropped onto the

holey carbon grid and dried･ Fig･ 2a shows HRTEM image of isolated SWNTs prepared

at 800 oC by pyrolysis of turpentine oil over Fe-Co/zeolite catalyst･ Fig･ 2b and 2c shows

swNTs grown &om turpentine and eucalyptus oil, respectively at 850 oC uslng Fe-

co/zeolite catalyst･ From TEM images ithas been observed that the amount of SWNTs is

very less at 800 oC than at 850 oC･ Fig･ 2b shows that sample is actually made up of

SWNT bundles and isolated SWNT.
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Not only SWNTs but few DWNTs (Fig･ 2d) and MWNTs were also observed in our

specimen･ Fig･ 2e and 2f shows SWNTs and bundle of SWNTs obtained from turpentine

oil over Fe-Mo/zeolite catalyst･ The as-grown CNTs prepared from Fe-Mo/zeolite

catalyst also contain some MWNTs･

2.3･2 Raman spectroscopy analysis of as-grown CNTs

Raman spectroscopy lS a Simple and good tool for confirmlng the formation of a

slngle-walled structured and for determlnlng the diameter of as-grown SWNTs･ Three

modes are very useful in the Raman spectra of the as-grown SWNTs･ The multiple
low

frequencies (100-400 cm-1) [17] associated with the radial
breathing mode (RBM), which

is inversely proportional to the diameter of the tube･ Fig･ 3a shows the Raman spectrum

of the as-grown CNTs, synthesized at 800 oC丘om t叩entine oil･ The spectrum obtained

in the low-&equency domain shows several components at 180, 202, and 300･6 cm-1･ The

two intense bands near 500 cmll are characteristics peak of zeolite･ Inset of the Fig･ 3a

shows the Raman spectra of Fe-Co/zeolite･ This spectrum shows two bands at 488 and

507 cm-1. The Raman spectrum of as-grown CNTs synthesized at 800 and 850 oC also

shows similar peaks in this reglOn･ The diameter of SWNTs could be calculated
from

RBM peak frequency using the relation d - 248/o [18,19]･ According to the above

expression, the radial breathing modes (RBM) &equencies of 180, 202, 300･6 cm-I

correspond to the SWNTs with the diameter of l･37, 1･23, 0･82 nm, respectively･ The

relatively broad DIPeak at 1359 cm-1 is related to the presence of defects within the

graphene tubes oramorphous carbon･ The GIPeak at 1584 cm-1 is not so strong and broad
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(Fig.3a).For checking the purity of the samples we took the spectra at different positions,

selected randomly but only in few positions we got the characteristic peaks of SWNTs.
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This indicates that at this temperature mixture of SWNTs and MWNTs were formed･ Fig･

3b and 3c is the Raman spectra of SWNTs synthesized at 850 oCfrom turpentine oil and
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eucalyptus oil, respectively over Fe-Co/zeolite cぬ1yst･ Spectra were recorded at

different positions and most of the position gave rise to SWNTs spectrum, indicating the

formation of mostly SWNTs･ As shown in the inset of Fig･ 3b, four main peaks was

observed, the first peak is at 166･4, second is at 247･4, third is at 279･3,and the fourth

peak is at 313･8 cm-1･ The diameter of the as-grown SWNTs is dependent on R石M

frequency･ The calculation indicated that these four peaks correspond to SWNTs with

diameter of 1.49,
-1,

0.89 and O･79 nm, respectively･ The G-line mode located around

1577 cm-1 is asslgned to the C-C bond motion due to the introduction of curvature into a

gr叩hite sheet, and the D-line present around 1338 cm-1 is ascribed to the existence oftbe

dis｡rdered ca血'n in the bulk samples 【20,21】.The 1558 cm~- band is characteristic of

swNTs and appear fわrbo也semiconductor and metallic tubes･

Tbe intensity ratio of the G- and D-band o洗en regarded as an indicator of the

purity of as-prepared CNTs [22]･ The ID/IG ratio measures the quality of the CNTs･

Generally, lower IJIG Value corresponds to the high-purity CNTs･ The relatively low

intensity of the D-band relative to the G-band indicates a low amount of amorphous

carbon content or a lower defect concentration in the SWNTs･ In order to obtain the

structural
information of as-grown CNTs, we calculated the ID/IG Values from the Raman

spectra of CNTs･ It can be seen that the IJIG Value of as-grown sample, synthesized at

850 oC is -0.3 whereas itis 0.67 for sample prepared at 800 oC･ The graphitization of the

as-grown cNTs at 850 oC is far better than the sample prepared at 800 oC･ Preferably,

ID/IG is sought to be as low as possible･ But it is much lower than many other reports of

cNTs by thermal decomposition of acetylene etc･ showing ID/IG = 0･85-1･3 [23]･ The

ID/IG Value
is almost similar for turpentine and eucalyptus oil grown CNTs･ This indicates
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that presence ofo苧ygen atom does not help to improvethe qualityof as-grownCNTs for

eucalyptus oil. Fig･ 3d showsthe Raman spectra of as-grown CNTs obtained by pyroJysIS

of turpentine oil over Fe･Mo/zeolite catalyst. The CNTs prepared &omthis catalyst

produces good qualityof SWNTs withID/1G Value of-0. 15.

2.3.3 Thermogravime(ric analysis of as-grown CNTs

Fig. 4a and 4b shows the TGA and DTA cuⅣes of也e a5-prepared material

synthesized 丘om tupentine oil over Fe-Co/zeolite catalyst at 800 and 850 oC,

respectively. From TGA curve it was observedthatthe slightweight loss up to 400 oC is

due tothe buming ofamoq)hous carbon. We assigned that weight
loss between 400and

677 oC is due to buming ofmostly SWNTs, few DWNTs and MWNTs (Fig.4b) whereas

the weight loss between 400and 652 oC is due to buming of few SWNTs and abundant

MWNTs (Fig.4a).The DTA peak for the sample synthesized at goo oC is shifted toward

higher temperature than the sBLmple prepared at 850 oC.
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This highershi允 of DTA maxima is attributed to the formation of abundant.MWNTs at

800 oC. This TGA and DTA analysis was repeated
few times to check the reproducibility

of the results.

The structure of the major components Of turpentine and eucalyptus oil is shown

in Fig. 5. Turpentine oil contains 58-65% α- pinene and about 30% of P-pinene･ Both are

composed of four and six memebered ring structures･ The experiments
indicated that

synthesis temperature,flow rate of the inert gas, now rate of the oil and catalyst loading

greatly
innuence the growth of SWNTs･ Catalyst (Fe-Co/zeolite)concentration of 5 wt%

with respect to the weight of the supported material is suitable for formation of SWNTs･

syntheses were carried out using lower metal loading (2･5 wt%),
formed mixture of

swNTs, abundant MWNTs and amorphous carbon at 850 oC and too lower concentration

formed mainly amorphous carbon･ Increaslng the concentration above 5 wt% will

increase the population of the metal particles, and mostly MWNTs are formed･

餅､ JL jq
a- Plnene

β-pinene
Cineole

Fl･g. 5. ChemL･cat stmcbre ofLhe majo, compo"e"Ls ofLulPen血e and eucalwLus ol'L

Temperature is one of the most important parameter for effective growth of

swNTs. Our experiment showed that, with 5 wt% metal concentration, mostly SWNTs

were formed at 850 oC, whilst MWNTs formed at 900 oC･ Raman spectroscopy did not
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giveany characteristic RBM peak at 900 oC (a spectrum is not shown here)･Therefore, it

can be supposed that metal particle produced at higher temperature (900 oC) were too

large because of agglomeration which are not suitable for formation of SWNTs. Flow

rate of the oil also plays an important role for the growth of SWNTs. Flow rate of the oil

was adjustedto 0.1 g/min. Higher now rate formed lot of amorphous carbon instead of

abundant SWNTs. Lower now rate formed mainly MWNTs. We tried to keep constant

the experimental parameters fわr both eucalyptus oil and turpentine oil. It has been

observed that there is not much difference in the ID/IG Value corresponding to eucalyptus

oil (containingone oxygen atom per molecule) and turpentine oil grown SWNTs.･ This

indicates that oxygen atom on eucalyptus oil does not improve the quality of as-grown

CNTs.

2.4 Conclusion

We have demonstrated a simple technique for the production of SWNTs by

catalytic decomposition of turpentine oil and eucalyptus oil, green and regenerative

precursors. Using these botanical hydrocarbons as a carbon feedstock, we simply avoided

toxic organic precursors like benzene, toluene and harmful gas like carbon monoxide.

Unlike previous approach [24] we did not do any pretreatment of the catalyst to generate

the active catalyst by use orH2 gas. Although the yield of SWNTs is low but we believe

that if reaction conditions are carefully chosen, then it is possible to produce SWNTs in

higher quantity by this simple method･ This technique is so simple that it can be applied

in any laboratory.
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Chapter 3

Synthesis of carbon nanorlbers uslng a botanical
●

hydrocarbon
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3. 1 Introduction

cNFs have attracted the tremendous attention because of their potential

applications in the fleld of science and technology･ They can be used in hydrogen storage

materials [1],filler for polymer composites [2],field emission devices, sensors, fuel cells

and supercapacitors [3]. Therefore extensive effort was made to develop CNFs by

different methods using different metal catalyst (Fe,Co, Ni, Cu etc･)and
different carbon

feedstock. However, most of the work was done with zero valence iron compounds such

as Fe(C5H5)2 0r Fe(CO)5 in order to favor and control the catalyst particle size [4]to grow

selective nanoflber. There are different kinds of CNF viz. platelet CNF, fishbone CNF,

ribbon CNF, herringbone CNF, stacked cup CNF etc･ They are classified according to

their arrangement of graphene layer with respect to the flbril axis･

cNFs are mainly synthesized by CVD method &om organic feedstock uslng

transition metal as catalyst. The CNFs seem to form either in the vapor phase [5,6]or

over catalyst deposited on supported material [7,8]･A sulfur compound (elemental sulfur,

hydrogen sulfides, and thiophene) is essential with metal catalyst to promote the catalytic

growth for CNFs formation [6,9]･It helps to increase the reaction kinetics which leads to

formation of thickened CNF [6].Small amount of such impurity helps to produce CNFs

ofreasonable quality and good yields･ In an earlier study itwas observed that without any

hydrogen sulfides in the carbon feedstock, a negligible amount of CNFs were formed [9]･

sulfur plays an important role for the formation of CNFs as it liquefleS iron particle that

enhances CNFs formation. This liquefaction considerably Increases the formation of
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cNFs by VLS process, due to formation of eutectic between iron and iron-sulfur

compounds at 988 oC [6]･

To date, various petroleum products such as meth皿e 【10】,Ⅹylene [11】,benzene

[12] etc. are in practice to synthesize CNFs･ However, in view of foreseen crisis of fossil

fuels in the near future, it is desirable to look for altemative carbon feedstock to

synthesize this kind of nanomaterials･ Turpentine oil is very effective precursor to

synthesize CNFs･ This precursor is very cheap and eco-friendly･ One of the most

advantages of this precursor is that there is no chance of crisis of this carbon feedstock in

near future. This precursor is very effective to produce vertically aligned CNTs [13,14],

MWNTs and SWNTs 【15,16】.

In this chapter, we have studied the effect of sulfur concentration on the

morphology of CNFs uslng a natural precursor: turpentine oil, a carbon feedstock,

ferrocene as a catalyst and sulfur as a promoting agent. This is the first report of synthesis

of CNFsfrom a botanical hydrocarbon: turpentine oil using Sulfur as a promoter by a

simple, viable and cost effective spray pyrolysis method･

3.2 Experimenta1

3.2.1 Production ofCNFs

CNFs were produced in a horizontalfurnace, uslng ferrocene as a catalyst,

tug)entine oil as hydrocarbon feedstock and sulfur as a promoter at 1000 oC by spray

pyrolysIS method･ The only variable in our experiment was the concentration of sulfur,

keeping other experimental parameters (temperature,flow rate of gas,flow rate of oil,
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ferrocene concentration) same. Detail information of this spray pyrolysis system was

described in chapter 2･ A quartz tube of one meter length and 25 mm diameter which is

servlng aS spray PyrOlysis reactor was kept inside one horizontal furnace･ The inlet of the

quartz tube was attached with the spray nozzle that helps to spray the precursor solution

containing mixture or turpentine oil, ferrocene and small amount of sulfur by nitrogen gas･

The outlet orthe tube was connected with the water bubbler. At the initial stage, nitrogen

gas was passed for few minutes to expel out atmospheric air from the tube･ The furnace

was then switched on with a desire deposition temperature (1000 oC)･ When the furnace

attains the desire temperature, precursor solution was sprayed through spray nozzle by

the help of nitrogen gas･ The now rate of nitrogen gas was 2･5 1/min and deposition time

was lasted for 5 minutes･ During the deposition process, the catalyst particles

decomposed and formed sulfur-contaminated iron nanoparticles and CNFs started to

grew･ A洗er 5 minutes, furnace was cooled downnaturally to room temperature･ The

cNFs mainly deposited on the inner wall of the exit part of the reactor which was easily

peeled off and used for characterization･

3.2.2 Characterization techniques

several characterization techniques (SEM, TEM, Raman spectroscopy, TGA/

DTA, BET surface area)
were employed of the as-grownsamples･

The morphology of the

as-grown cNFs was analyzed by electron microscopy･ Scannlng electron microscopy

(SEM) studies were carried out by SEM (Hitachi S-3000H, scanning electron

microscope).
Transmission electron microscopy was performed by HITACHI, HF12000
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with an acceleration voltage 200 kV. For TEM observation, the sample was prepared by

sonication of the as-synthesized product in methanol, and a few drops of the resultant

suspension were put onto a holey carbon TEM grid. TGA/DTA was performed with

DTG-60, Shimadzu, TA-60 WS thermal analyzer with a heating rate of 10 oC/min with

100 cm3/min now of air. Raman spectroscopy (JASCO, NRS-1500W) was measured

withanexcitation wavelengthof 532 nm丘om a green laser with typical acquisition time

of 30 s. Themicroporous properties of the samples were determined by SHIMADZU

Tristar 3000 to get the BET surface area of the as-grownCNFs.

3.3 Results and discussion

3.3.1 Electronmicroscopy characteri2:atioJ1

Fig. la-d shows the SEM images of CNFs prepared at different sulfur

concentrations varies from 10.5 to 40 at.%. These images clearly show that the

morphology of product is strongly innuenced by the atomic ratio of Fe and S. At 10.5

at･% and 40 at･% of sulfur concentration, the density of as-grown fiber is lower compared

to that of2l at.% and 31･5 at.% sulfur grown CNFs. Fig. 1b and lc depict the SEM

images of as-prepared CNFs grown by uslng 21 at.% and 31.5 at.% of sulfur. SEM

images indicate that diameter of as-prepared CNFs is almost uniform. Moreover, itcan be

observed that 21 at.% and 31.5 at.% sulfur grownCNFs have a smooth surface. The

density of 40 at･% sulfur grown CNFs is very less and CNFs are quite straight･ This

might be due to poISOn Ofthe catalyst which leads to product of low yield･
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TEM images of as-prepared CNFs grown from 21 at･% and 3115 at･% of sulfur

concentration are shown in Fig･ 2･ 1t is revealed that decomposition of turpentine oil

generates different kinds of CNFs viz･ bamboo-like, tubular and sharp tip geometrical

pattern at different sulfur concentration･ lt can be clearly seen from TEM images that at

lower sulfur concentration, the as-grown CNFs are relatively thickerthanthe CNFs

prepared at highsulfur concentration･ It is very clear &om TEM analysis that as-grown

cNFs are well-graphitized and amorphous carbon coating onthe surface of the CNFs is

very less which is also confhed from TGAn)TA analysis･ The structure of CNFs with

3 I.5 at.% of sulfur
have variable diameter (from 80 nm to I 12

nm) along graphene layer

direction-,asshown in Fig･ 2a･ Some of the CNFs are bamboo-like withsome transverse

fT''g.I. SEW images 0/qs-g'OW〝
CNFsp,eL･a,edol due,cml g〟l/"'concen伽1ioh(a))O15 nL% s〟t/JL'(a)

2) qL%

s〟L/ur(e)
3).5 oL% sAILjil,(a)

JO aL% SAIL/u･･
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bridge forming
compartment (Fig･2b and 2c) and very few CNFs contain sharp tip (Fig･

2b). Such CNF with sharp tip have high expectation for enhancement of field electron

emission. Fig. 2d shows as-grown CNFs with bemispberical c叩. In Fig. 2e, the catalyst

particles were observed at the tip and inside the hollow channel of CNFs. At the initial

stage of the fiber growth process, the catalyst particle now out of their molten state which

leads to the formation of internal hollow channel. Furthermore, near to the tip of the fiber,

molten catalyst particle has been fragmented into two parts. Both the fragments have

tapered their bodies so as to grow hollow CNFs in between themselves. In Fig. 2f, two

kinds or gr叩hene arrangement have been obseⅣed. Near to the main丘ber axis (shown

by arrow head), graphene sheets are parallel whereas, graphene alignment away from the

main axis angled by 50-60o, shown by rectangle area. In some cases metal particles were

also obseⅣed inside the hollow core or CNFs and core diameter (25 nm)
is almost similar

to the metal particle size (Fig.2g).Here few metal particles sit over the fiber and they are

deactivated due to the small layer of carbon coating. Some of the metal particles remain

their activity alive which is responsible for short in-situ flber growth over main･- fiber

platform(Fig. 2h). The graphene sheets of these short CNFs are parallel to the main fiber

graphene sheet. Ellipsoid catalyst particle was found at the tip of this fiber and the

diameter of the CNF seems to be determined by the shape and size of the catalyst particle,

as shown in Fig. 2h. Very few CNFs are open ended with outer diameter of70 nm (Fig.

2i)･At lower sulfur concentration (21 at.%), we got mostly pipe-like structure with open

end and hollow core (Fig.2k and 21).
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3.3.2 Raman spectroscopy analysis of as-grown CNFs

Raman spectroscopy lS Widely used to characterize the stmc山ral皿d phase

disorder infわrmation in carbon related material. Fig. 3 shows Raman spectroscopy (using

a green laser with an excitation wavelength of 532 nm and power or 14.4 mW) in a range

ofRaman shift from 1 100 to 1800 cm-I of the as-grown CNFs, prepared at different sulfur

concentration. Each spectrum was performed with 30 s acquisition time with an

illumination spot size of 1 pm. In the Raman-shi氏range (110011800 cmll),
two peaks

were observed at approximately 1345 and 1573 cm-I region, Which corresponds to the D-

and G-band respectively･ The G-band is attributed to the Raman active E2g ln-Plane

oscillation mode and D-band corresponds to the Alg in-plane breathing vibration mode

due to structural defects in the graphite crystal. The rather sharp D and G-band, together

with the evident high frequency shoulder of the G-peak, indicates the order and

crystallinity of the CNFs [17,18].Relative intensity ratio of D and G-peaks (ID/IG)is a

measure of amount of disorder in the CNFs. It is wellknownthat low intensity of D-

band relative to G-band indicates a low amount of amorphous carbon or lower defect in

the CNFs. The IJIG Value was found to be
-1

for CNFs prepared at different sulfur

concentration, indicating a large quantity of defects in the CNFs structure. The defects in

the as-grown CNFs are due to the presence oramorphous carbon coating which is shown

inFig.2j.
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3.313 Thermogravimetric analysis of as-grown CNFs

The-ogravimetric analysis and co汀eSpOnding DTA cuⅣes or as-grown CNFs

are showrl in Fig･ 4･ Detail study shows that all the CNFs grown at different sulfur

concentration mostly show their oxidation temperature at around 620 OCI This

temperature is decomposition temperature of as-prepared CNFs･ The apparent mass loss

below 400 oC is due to mainly oxidation of amorphous carbon･ At very low sulfur

concentration (10.5 at.%)
we have got some oxidation peaks at 400 and 498 oC･ We

assume that these peaks are mainly responsible for low diameter nanofiber. With

increaslng Sulfur concentration from 2l at.% to 31･5 at･%, DTA maxima shifted towards

lower value. This shi氏of DTA maxima by changlng the sulfur concentration from 21
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at.% to 3I.5 at.%, is attributed to the lower diameter CNFs, that has been observed in

TEM analysis･ The high diameter arid less deformlty in fibril structure are less susceptible

tooxidize.
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3.3.4 Surface characteristic studies of as-grown CNFs

To determine the effective surface area of as-grown
CNFs, nitrogen cryo-

adsorption isothe- was carried out･ Fig･ 5 shows the nitrogen cryo-adsorption isothe-

of CNFs prepared from 3 1
･5

at･% of sulfur concentration･ Monolayer adsorption occurs at

low relative pressure range. At higher relative pressure range (P/P｡>0･7),也e hysteresis

loop appears which is responsible for capillary condensation in the mesopores･ The

calculated BET surface area was found to be 23･6 m2/g･ The low surface area is due to

high diameter and the presence of amorphous carbon coating (Fig･2j)in the outer wall of

as-prepared CNFs that decreases the porosity of CNFs which is well evident from TEM

analysis.

LTt'g.5. Nl'trogen qLIsoTP血〝 isoLhu"f 0/3)･5 aL %
SJIL/wgrown

CNFsi
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3.4 Roleofsulfurforthegrowth ofCNFs

The role of sulfur accompanied with transition metal catalyst (Fe, Ni) for the

formation of CNFs has been observed by several groups [9,11].From Fe-S binary alloys

phase diagram it is clear that solubility of sulfur in Fe is very low, while sulfur can

partially react with Fe to form a FeS-Fe eutectic alloys phase and lower down the local

region surface free energy for the catalytic formation of CNFs than that of the bare α-Fe

phase･ In our reaction condition we have shown the concentration dependent

enhancement and poISOnlng OfFe catalyst particle in the grow血process of CNF by sulfur

uslng tu叩entine oil as carbon precursor and ferrocene as a dissolved catalyst･ It is well

evident that CNFsare susceptible to nucleate and grow from the molten catalyst surface

where sulfur of 42 at.% concentration effectively reacts with Fe particle to decrease the

melting point of the local reglOn around 980 oC which is very close to our reaction

temperature･ This molten state of metal particle catalytically enhances the dissolution of

carbon atom leading to the high growth of fiber material through VLS mechanism.

Catalytic enhancement of growth process with increasing sulfur concentration reduces the

residence time which inhibit the non catalytic CVD coating. At low sulfur concentration

(10.5 at.%),fiber growth is very less with lot of non-catalytic CVD coating. In our

experiment it has been observed that with 21 and 3l.5 at.% of sulfur produces CNFs of

higher yield compared to that of very low and very high concentration of sulfur･ At these

two intermediate concentration of sulfur (21 and 31.5
at.%),the surface of the as-grown

CNFs are very smooth and some amount of amorphous carbon are occasionally observed

which is in accordance with SEM, TEM and TGAノDTA analysis. The depression or
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freezing point of binary alloy system (Fe-S) has a linear relationship with concentration

of sulfur up to a certain limit･ The yield of the CNFs gradually increases with increaslng

sulfur concentration and reaches to a maxima at 3 1.5 at.% of sulfur. There is a steady fall

offlber growth rate at sulfur concentration of40 at･%･ In this case the amount ofCNFs is

very low, which is observed from SEM analysis･ This clearly shows that not only the

sulfur has the promoting effect for fiber growth over Fe catalyst but a洗er a certain

limiting concentration it acts as an inhibitor due to poISOnlng Of catalyst leading to

product of low yield.

3.5
･'Conclusion

cNFs with diameters of 20-130 nm were grown successfully when turpentine oil

containing ferrocene and sulfur was used as feedstock in the growth process･ The

morphology and yield of the as-grown CNFs strongly innuenced by the concentration of

the promoting agent･ The results indicate that addition of sulfur to the ferrocene catalyst

can increase the yield of flber･ Optimum amount of sulfur has a promoting effect for the

growth of CNFs･ However, addition of large quantity of sulfur
decreases the efrlCiency of

the catalyst and onlyfew CNFs were formed･ In our case, we obtained CNF of higher

yield with sulfur atomic concentration of 2l and 3l･5 at･%･ The result shows that

tuq)entine oil is an ideal natural carbon feedstock for synthesis of CNFs･ The as-prepared

cNFs of different morphologleS may Slgnificantly contribute for their potential

applications･ The CNFs contalnlng Sharp tip may exhibit enhanced field emission

property and CNFs with open ended is possibly
benefit to the gas storage･
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Chapter 4

●

Synthesis of vertically aligned CNx nanotubes uslng

turpentine oil and pyridine derivative
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4.1 Introduction

The discovery ofCNTs by Iijimain 1991 [1]has created an immense interest due

to their unlque Physical properties and potential application in electronic devices･ CNTs

show a variety of electronic bebavior丘om metallic to semiconducting, depending on

their composition, cbirality etc 【2】.However, itis stillremained a big challenge to control

precisely these parameters during the growth process of CNTs･ The deliberate

incoq)oration of defects and impurities (dopants) into the CNTs could offer a possible

route to change and tune its electronic properties in a well defined way･ Heteroatoms

(boron,･･nitrogen, cobalt, potassium, silicon, phosphorous, oxygen)
doping into graphitic

carbon lattices effect various properties of sp2 ca,bon material [3-9].The advantage of

such nanotubes is that their electronic properties are prlmarily determined by composition

and thus relatively easy to control･ Among these heteroatoms boron and nitrogen atoms

are the most effective dopant because of their small atomic size･ Boron-doped CNTs were

reported to be uniformly metallic via theoretical calculation [10]･On the other hand, CNx

nanotubes were found to be either metallic or semiconducting with a narrow energy gap

【11]. Recent research in that field reveals that incorporated nitrogen atom in carbon

nanostructure canenhance the mechanical, electrical properties and increase the energy

storage capacity [12].Synthesis of CNx nanotubes has created a considerable attention

because it offers the possibility of greater electrical conductivity as compare to pure

CNTs. The additional lone palrS Of elec廿ons on nitrogen atom with respect to the

delocalized 7(-System Of a graphite-like hexagonal framework can enhance its electron

conducting properties [I2].
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Heteroatom-doped nanotubes were synthesized by laser ablation 【13],arc discharge [14】,

and CVD method 【15].Among these methods, CVD method is considered as the best

method fわr sy山besizing heteroatom-doped carbon nanotubes. This method is very

effective to synthesize well-aligned CNx nanotubes. Most of the syntheses were carried

out by the catalytic decomposition of C/N sources [16-18]. Rao and his co-workers

prepared bigb yield or well-aligned CNx nanotubes by pyrolysis or pyridine over iron or

cobalt nanoparticle catalysts [19].Point et al. produced aligned CNx nanotubes using a

mixture of acetylene andammonia by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition

method 【20】.

Apart from these conventional methods, spray pyrolysis method is another

promlSlng method to produce CNx nanotubes. This method is very simple and

inexpensive compared to that of CVD method. It is the sister method of CVD method.

Recently our group reported the synthesis or SWNTs 【21】,MWNTs 【22]and vertically

aligned MWNTs [23] using this simple technique. However, aligned CNx nanotubes by

this simple technique uslng turpentine oil, pyridine derivative and ferrocene as dissolved

catalyst has so far not been achieved.

Turpentine oil is a natural precursor and mainly distilled from various species of

pine (Pinus). It is wellknownfor large scale industrial and medicinal application, not

only as a solvent but a good precursor f♭rorganic synthesis. Very recently it proves its

important attendance as a nano-technological feedstock. The 4-tert-butylpyridine was

chosen as a nitrogen precursor as it is highly miscible with turpentine oil･ Again the

boiling point of turpentine oil and 4-tert-butylpyridine are almost similar･ So during

deposition they evaporated at almost the same rate.
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In the present chapter, an efrlCient method to synthesize vertically aligned CNx

nanotubes on silicon and quartz substrate uslng turpentine oil as carbon feedstock,

pyridine derivative as nitrogen source and ferrocene as dissolved catalyst inaninert

atmosphere have been discussed.

4.2 Experimental

Vertically aligned CNx nanotubes were synthesized by pyrolyzlng ferrocene/

turpentine oil/4-tert-buty1pyridine solution at 700 oC under the now of nitrogen gas･ The

concentration of ferrocene was 0.03 g/ml in the mixture of turpentine oil and pyridine

derivative. The solution was sonicated for 1 minute to prepare the homogeneous mixture･

The spray pyrolysis system is illustrated in Fig･ I ･ Quartz tubing of 25 mm inner diameter

and 500 mm length was placed in a horizontal furnace whose temperature was controlled

to the accuracy of l% at 1100 oC･ The one end of this tube was attached with spray

nozzle. The other part of the quartz tube was attached with standard B-24 joinwhich was

attached with water bubbler throughrubber tube･ The spray gun made of quartz having

inner and outer diameter of 0.5 and 2 mm respectively. The inner part of the spray gun

was used to pass the solution containing ferrocene, tuq)entine oil and pyridine derivative

into the reaction zone･ Nitrogen gas comes through outer part and helps the solution to

spray･ The inlet of the inner part was attached with container containing the solution

mixture. Quartz and n-type silicon (loo) of size 10 mm x 10 mm were used as the

substrates. Before used, substrates were cleaned properly in acetone by ultrasonication

followed by deionized water and finally dried uslng nitrogen blower･ The substrates were
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kept in quartz boat which was then placed at the center of the quartz tube. Before switch

on the furnace, nitrogen gas was purged for 15 minutes for complete removal of the air

斤om the quartz tube. ARer that furnace was switched on and allowed to the desired

deposition temperature. When the temperature in the reaction zone reached to 700 oC, the

solution was fed continuously into the quartz reactor through spray nozzle at a feed rate

of O･2 ml/min･ The now rate of the nitrogen gas was 100 cm3/min･ The reaction was

usually maintained for 60 min. A免er deposition the furnace was cooled down to the room

temperature under the now of nitrogen gas. Finally, the substrates containing aligned

nanotubes were removed from the quartz tube for characterization. The as-grown CNx

nanotubes were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission

electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), electron probe

micro analysis (EPMA), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and Raman spectroscopy.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were recorded using a Hitacbi S-3000H,

scannlng electron microscope. Substrates were mounted uslng a COnductive double-sided

sticky silver tape･ Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were recorded on a

JEOL JEM-3010 electron microscope operating at 200 kV･ Samples for analysis were

prepared by spreading them in methanol and suspension was dropped on a boley carbon

grid･ TGA was perf♭med with DTG-60, Shimadzu, TA-60 WS themal analyzer with a

heating rate of 10 oC/min with loo cm3/min now of air･ Raman spectroscopy was

measured with 532 nm excitation wavelength from a green laser with typical acquisition

time of 300 s･ Ⅹ-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ⅩPS) was measured by SSX-100 XPS

spectrometer using AI Ka X-ray source (1486.6 eV) under high vacuum condition of

about lO~10Torr.
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4.3 Results and disctlSSioI1

4.3.1 E】ectronmicroscopy characteriヱatioI)

The morphology of the products is shown in Fig･ 21 Fig･ 2a, 2b and 2c, 2d depicts

the SEM images of aligned CNx nanotubes grown on silicon arld quartz substrate,

respectively. lt is showing a large area of well-aligned CNx nanotubes perpendicular to

the surface of the substrate. SEM images clearly reveal that nanotubes are densely packed

and this is the result of Van der Waals interactions between the neighboringnanotubes.
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From SEM images ithas been observed that the lengths of the as-grown CNx nanotubes

were 12 and 9 pm on silicon and quartz substrate, respectively.

TEM images of the as-prepared samples are shown in Fig. 3. From TEM images it

is fわund that most of血e nanotubes are bamboo-like with transverse carbon bridge

compartments. The nanotubes consist of compartment layers and cylindrical shells of

almost constant outer diameter. It has been demonstrated that multi-walled bamboo-like

morpbologies arise丘om the incorporation of pyridine-like N atoms within the carbon

framework. It has been proved theoretically that substitutional nitrogen atoms could

result in signiflCant local deformations within the hexagonal lattice framework [24].The

detailed structure of the multi-walled CNx nanotubes grownon silicon and quartz were

characterized by HRTEM images (insetof Fig. 3b and 3d). The overall stmcture of the

CNx nanotube mainly depends upon the nitrogen concentration on carbon nanotubes.

Nitrogen atoms tend to introduce disorders in the gr叩hene planes, even at relatively low

concentration. As the nitrogen inco叩OrateS into the gr叩hene sheets, the crystalline

perfection of the graphene sheets was deteriorated.

From TEM images it is revealed that the graphitization of nanotubes grown on

silicon is better than nanotubes grown on quartz substrate. The outer wall of the nanotube

is li仕1ebit rough and distorted (Fig.3b and 3d). Amo叩hous carbonaceous layer was also

observed on outer surface of the carbon nanotubes. The defects and disorders of as-

prepared samples are related to the presence of nitrogen atom in the MWNTs. HRTEM

images clearly indicate that crystalline perfection of the nanotubes grownon silicon was
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enhanced thanthe nanotubes grown on quartz (insetof Fig. 3b and 3d). This is mainly

attributed to the higher nitrogen concentration on nanotubes grown on quartz thar) on

silicon.

]n addition, the diameter distribution of the CNx nanotubes grown on quartz

substrate was carefully examined from the TEM images. The diameter distribution of as-

grown CNx nanotubes grown on quartz substrate is shown in Fig･ 4･ There is not so

remarkable difference of diameter distributions between the nanotubes grown on silicon

and quartz nanotubes･
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4.3.2 XPS analysis ol as-grown CN‡ tLanOttlbes

The XPS spectra of the CNx nanotubes are shown in Fig. 5. XPSanalysIS is an

effective tool to know the information on the nitrogen content and bonding environment

in the asIPrePared samples. An XPS spectrum shows the presence of carbon, nitrogen and

oxygen in the as-grown sampJcs deposited on silicon and quartz substrate. The CI s peak

was observed at ca･ 284.4 eV and 285.2 eV for both samples and this is consistentwith
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sp2 graphitic carbon and carbon-nitrogen bond, respectively [25].The 0 1s peak appears

at 532･4 eV might arise from SiO2 layer on silicon substrate or from air adsorbed on the

suぬce of也e as-prepared nanotubes･ From XPS spectra it has been revealed that N Is

slgnal was split into two peaks centered at 398･2 and 400･4 eV･ The two peaks at 398･2

and 400.4 eV are related to the two different chemical environments of the nitrogen

atoms in the as-prepared sample･ The band at 398･2 eV corresponds to the upyridinicm

nitrogen whereas band at 400.4 eV correspond to "graphitic" nitrogen [11,26-29]･It is

found that ugraphiticM nitrogen structure is more dominant than upyridinicn nitrogen･ The

similarity of the N 1s peak position for both samples indicates the similar structures and

chemical environment in the as-synthesized material. The term "pyridinic" is used to

refer to the N atoms that contribute to the TトSyStem With one p-electron･ The "graphitic"

nitrogen corresponds to highly coordinated N atoms substitutlng Inner C atoms on the

graphite layers [30].The N content on a5-grown nanOtubes was calculated to be l
･6

and 2

at.% on silicon and quartz substrate, respectively.
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4.3.3 Raman spectroscopy analysis of as-grown CNx nanotubes

Raman spectroscopy is a powerful tool to identifyandevaluate the quality of as-

grown CNx nanotubes. Fig. 6a and 6b shows thetypical Raman spectra of CNx nanotubes

grown on silicon and quartz substrate respectively･ The G-bands appear at 1589 cm-1 for

silicon substrateand 1583 cm-1 for quartz substrateand this band is usually regarded as

in-plane oscillation of carbon atoms in the graphene wall of CNTs･ The D-band at 1353

cm-1 for silicon substrate and 1344 cm-1 for quartz substrate corresponds to degree of

defects or dangling bonds [31].The G-line mode is ascribed to E2g mode of graphite

lattice and DIPeak is asslgned to Alg mode due to the existence of structural defects of the

graphite lattice [32,33].
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The presence of wider D-band in the Ramanspectrum of both samples arises from

defects and disorder in graphene sheets and is consistent with the presence of MWNTs.

From Ramanspectroscopy, the ID/IG Value was calculated to be I.08 and 1.13 for the as-

prepared sample deposited on silicon and quartz substrate, respectively. The higher ID/IG

value suggests that more defects and disorders are introduced in the curved graphene

sheets or in sp2-hybridized carbon･ This defectsand disordersare due to presence of

nitrogen atom in the carbon nanotubes. The higher ID/IG Value of CNx nanotubes

deposited on quartz substrate in relative to that of nanotubes deposited on silicon

substrate reveal that the degree of long-range ordered crystalline perfection of nanotubes

was improved on silicon than on quartz substrate.

4.3.4 Thermogravimetric analysis of as-grown CNx AanOtubes

TGA and corresponding DTA cuⅣe or the CNx nanotubes are shown in Fig. 7.

From TGA analysis ithas been observed that nanotubes grownon quartz substrate shows

weight loss from 50 oC･ The weight loss below 400 oC is attributed to the evaporation of

volatile compounds, adsorbed gas molecule and thermal decomposition of amorphous

carbon. A second weight loss was observed in the temperature range of 400--600 oC.

This main weight loss is attributed to the oxidation of CNx nanotubes. The mass loss

maxima (obtained from DTA profiles, Fig. 7) was observed at 557.1 oC and 538.74 oC of

CNx nanotubes grown on silicon and quartz substrate, respectively. From DTA profile it

has been obseⅣed that peak maxima shi氏ed to higher value in the case of nanotubes

grown on silicon than the nanotubes grown on quartz substrate.
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The higher shi氏of DTA peak maxima from 538.74 oC to 557.10 oC suggests that

nanotubes grownon silicon substrate contain less defects and disorders in relative to the

nanotubes grown on quartz substrate, which is in agreement with HRTEM and Raman

spectroscopy analysis.

4.4 Conclusion

Vertica11y aligned CNx nanotubes were synthesized by spray pyrolysis of

turpentine oil, 4-tert-butylpyridine and ferrocene mixture at 700 oC on silicon and quartz

substrate･ Experimental results indicated that the nitrogen content on silicon and quartz

substrate was 1.6 and 2 at.%, respectively. The length of the asIPrePared material was 12

and 9 pm on silicon and quartz substrate, respectively. Raman spectroscopy indicates that

graphitization of CNx nanotubes grownon silicon is better than the nanotubes grown on

quartz substrate･ The CNx nanotubes exhibited high level of thermal stability in air,

conflrmed by TGADTA analysis･ Such an aligned CNx nanotubes may be suitable for

fabrication in different electronic devices,field emission display, sensors etc.
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Chapter 5

Verticallyaligned carbon nanotubes synthesized from

naturalprecursors and their field electron emission

properties
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5.1 IntrodⅦctiom

During the past few years, CNTs have attracted much attention because of their

unique electrical properties [1,2] and potential applications in various devices such as

field emission devices and nanoelectronics [3,4].CNTs exhibit excellent field emission

property because of their high aspect ratio, Small radius of curvature at the tip,

mechanical strength and chemical inertness [5-7]･ If CNTs are to be used as future

building blocks in nat panel displays, it is imperative to enhance the field emission

efrlCiency and decrease the turn-on and threshold electric field･ From application point of

view it･is highly desirable to synthesize well-ordered arrays of nanotubes at low cost･ In

general, CNTs are mainly synthesized by arc discharge, laser ablation and CVD method

[8-10].Compared with other methods, CVD method is very effective technique because

or low cost production, controllable and highly dense synthesis or nanotubes at lower

temperature on various substrates [lI,12]. Terrones et al･ obtained aligned CNTs by

pyrolyzing organic precursor at 950 oC [13]･ Zhang et all synthesized aligned CNTs

arrays with high density by catalytic decomposition of ferrocene/xylene mixture at 850

oc on quartz substrate [14].Kumar et al. synthesized well-aligned CNTs by pyrolyzing

camphor and ferrocene mixture at 850 oC by CVD method [15]･Spray pyrolysis method

is also an effective method to grow well-aligned CNTs at low temperature [16]･This

method is a sister method of-CVD and very simple and cost-effective in relative to CVD

method. Recently vertically aligned CNTs [16],MWNTs [17] and SWNTs [18] were

synthesized by this simple method uslng natural precursor as a carbon feedstock･ The

advantages or the natural precursors over conventional precursors (meth皿e, acetylene,
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alcohol, benzene
etc.)

have been discussed in our earlier reports [16-18]･ There are still

few reports about the synthesis of CNTs from natural precursors and study of their field

emission property. Kumar et al. reported the synthesis of three dimensional well-aligned

cNTs &om a botanical hydrocarbon: camphor and studied their field electron emission

performance [15].In the present investigation attempts were carried out to prepare the

well-aligned CNTs using natural precursors (turpentineoil, eucalyptus oil)
as a carbon

feedstock and studied their field emission performance.

In this chapter, we reported the synthesis of well-aligned CNT arrays &om

botanical hydrocarbons: turpentine oil and eucalyptus oil by simple and inexpensive

spray pyrolysis technique at 700 oC and their field emission property have been studied･

5.2 Experimental

Vertically aligned CNTs were grown by spray pyrolysis method uslng turpentine

oil and eucalyptus oil as carbon feedstock on n-type silicon (100) substrate with an area

of 10 mm x 10 mm. The details of experimental set up are described in chapter 4･ Before

deposition, silicon substrates were ultrasonically cleaned by acetone followed by

methanol and deionized water. 3 wt% of ferrocene was dissolved in turpentine oil and

eucalyptus oil皿d passed through spray nozzle to the CVD reactor by nitrogen as a

carrier gas (loo cm3/min) and pyrolyzed at 700 oC for 60 min. The deposited material

was annealed for 10 minutes at the same temperature and allowed to cool down to room

temperature under the same nitrogen gas now (100 cm3/min). This simple technique

results in unifbm and thick layer of CNTs on Si substrate. Tu叩entine oil and eucalyptus
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oil grown CNTs are designated as TGCNTs and EGCNTs, respectively･ The as-grown

materials were collected &om the reactor and characterized
by scannlng electron

microscopy (Hitachi S-3000H, scanning electron microscope), transmission electron

microscopy (HITACHI HF 2000 with an acceleration voltage 200 kV), Raman

spectroscopy (JASCO, NRS-1500W) and the-ogravimetric analysis (Rigaku,

THERMOFLEX, TAS 300, TG 8101D) with a heating rate or 10 oC/min in an air･ Field

emission measurements were pe血med in a vacuum chamber at a pressure less than 3 ×

10-9 Torr within UHV-SEM (JAMP17100). The cathode consisted of as-grown CNTs on

n-type si substrate, and anode was a polished stainless steel rod (1 mm in diameter)･The

distance between cathode and anode was 300 pm and the gap distance was carefully

monitored in-situ with the aid of UHV-SEM･ The macroscopic
field was determined by

dividing the applied voltage by the sample-anode distance･ To detect very low field

emission current at respective applied voltages, the voltage drop on a 100 kf2 series

resistor connected to the sample was monitored･

5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 EIectronmicroscopy characteri2:ation

Fig･ 1a and lc shows the typical SEM images of CNTs grown by

pyrolyzlng turpentine and eucalyptus oil, respectively with a growth time of 60 min･
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Fig lb and ld shows the enlarged images of aligned CNTs of TGCNTs and EGCNTs,

respectively. Jt shows highly dense and well-aligned CNTs on silicon substrate･ However,
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the densityand length are different for turpentine oil and eucalyptus oil grown CNTs･ It

was found that the lengths of as-grown CNTs were 300 and 30 pm for TGCNTs and

EGCNTs, respectively. HRTEM images clearly show the morphology of the as-grown

CNTs･ The nanotubes growrfrom turpentine oil have sharp tip which is shown in Fig･ 2a･

This kind of sharp tip ofnanotubes helps to enhance the field emission property of CNTs･

Again, &om TEM images it is revealed that diameter of the as-prepared CNTs are in the

range of 15-25 nm･ Fig･ 2a shows some metal particle encapsulation on CNTs･ TEM

observation shows that the metal particles are column-like shape in the cavities of CNTs･

This is attributed to the high pressure created by the wall ofCNTs [14].This leads to the

deformation of metal particles to the column-shape and diameter of the metal particles

detemines the inner diameter or CNTs. The growth or CNTs has not stopped with the

stop of metal particles･ It is also conflrmed from HRTEM image that the as-prepared

TGCNTs have high degree of graphitization with clearly resolved concentric shells of

graphite sheets, and amorphous carbon was rarely found on the outer surface of CNTs

(Fig.2b).However, CNTs grown from eucalyptus oil show wavy graphene structures and

some defects over long range (Fig.2c).

5.3.2 Raman spectroscopy analysis of as-grown CNTs

Raman spectmm (JASCO, NRS-1500W) was measured with an excitation

wavelength of 532 nm from a green laser with typical acquisition time of 60 see to

characterize the graphitization of as-grownCNTs･ The Raman spectra of as-grownCNTs

∬e shown in Fig･ 3, which mainly consists ortwo main groups of peaks called D-band
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and G_band. D-band indicates the disorder-induced features or lattice distortion and G-

band is mainly attributed to the Raman active in-plane atomic displacement E2g mOde･

Generally ID/IG Value canbe used as an indicator of the extent of defect or disorder within

the CNTs･ From Fig･ 3, it is found that IDnG Value is higher for EGCNTs compared to

TGCNTs. The IJIG Value was found to be 0.73 and 1.07 for TGCNTs and EGCNTs,

respectively･ This indicates that defect level is higher for EGCNTs than TGCNTs･
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5.3.3 Thermogravimetric analysis of as-grown CNTs

Thermogravimetric analysIS is a very useful technique to determine the degree of

crystallinityofthe as-grown CNTs. The TGCNTs and EGCNTs were thermal1y analyzed

in an air with a heatlng rate Of 10 oC/min. Fig. 4a showsthe TGA curve of
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TGCNTsand EGCNTs. TGA curves clearly indicate that the thermal stabilityof

TGCNT is higher than of EGCNT･ The lower tbemal stability of EGCNTs compared to

TGCNTs is due to the presence of more defects and disorders of the EGCNTs･ The

corresponding DTA profiles of TGCNTs and EGCNTs are shownin Fig･ 4b･ The mass

loss maxima were observed at 601 oC and 549 oC ofTGCNTs and EGCNTs, respectively.

The higher shi免ofDTA peak for TGCNTs suggests that CNTs grown from turpentine oil

have higher degree of crystallinity compared with the CNTs grown from eucalyptus oil,

which is in agreement with TEM and Raman analysis･

The structure of the main components of tug)entine oil and eucalyptus oil are

shownin Fig. 5. α- pinene and β-pinene are major components of the turpentine oil and I,

8-cineole is the major component Of the eucalyptus oil･ The main component of the

eucalyptus oil contains one oxygen atom per molecule whereas there is no such oxygen

atom present in turpentine oil･ It was assumed that the CNTs grown from oxygen

containing natural precursor (eucalyptus oil)will
be well graphitized in comparison with

the CNTs prepared from natural precursor containing no oxygen atom (turpentineoil)･

Raman spectra indicated that the IJIG Value
for TGCNTs (containingno oxygen atom)

is

lower than EGCNTs (containing one oxygen atom). Thus the presence of oxygen atom in

the natural precursor (eucalyptus oil)
does not help to increase the quality of the as-grown

CNTs.
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5･3･4 Field emission properties of turpentine oil and eucalyptus oil grown CNTs

Field emission performance of the as-grown CNTs obtained from turpentine oil

and eucalyptus oil is shown in Fig･ 6･ During field emission measurements it was found

that once voltages were removed and applied again, the process could be repeated with a

slightchange
in current value. This performance indicated a stable and reproducible field

emission behavior. The fluctuation of current in the flrSt Cycle may be due to uneven

CNTs. The tum-on fleld defined as the field that is required to extract a current density of

10 LLA/cm2 is 1
･7

and 1
･93

V/pm for TGCNTs and EGCNTs, respectively･ The threshold

field corresponds to the current density of 1 mA/cm2 and was 2･13 and 2･9 V/pm for

CNTs obtained from turpentine oiland eucalyptus oil, respectively･ The important point

is that both nanotubes exhibited current densityof mA/cm2 order at moderate fleldand it

is less f♭rEGCNTs in comparison to TGCNTs･ The TGCNTs shows maximum current

density of 15･3 mA/cm2 at -3
V/pm whereas it is l･6 mA/cm2 for EGCNTs･ This value is

comparable to the recent reports of natural precursor (camphor) grown CNTs [15,19]･

Althoughdirect comparison is very difrlCult unless the nanotubes produced by different

methods are investigated on the same fleld emission experimental set up･ The Fowler-
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Nordheim (FIN) plot is obtained by plotting ln (J侶2)vs. 1/E,and the linearrelationship

indicatesthat measured current is indeed the result of field emission. The fleld

enhancement factor βcan be calculated usingthe F-N equation: J - A (β2E2/甲)exp(-

B甲3f2/βE),where J is the emission current density, βis the field enhancement factor,? is

the workfunctionand the value is assumlng tO be
-5 eV and E is the electric field, A and

B are constant and the value of B - 6.83 × 109 ev-3f2vm-1. The field enhancement factor

P was calculated to be 1845and l157 for TGCNTs and EGCNTs, respectively･ The

higherfield enhancement factor ofTGCNTs in relative to EGCNTs is supposed to be due

to the presence of sharp tip of TGCNTs as suggested by Bonard et all [20]･Moreover,

TGCNTs indicate much higher emission current density at a low electric field than

EGCNTs. Jung and co-workers observed that DWNTs with lower IJIG Value and high

crystallinity show better field emission in relative to the less crystalline sample [21]･

From Ramanspectroscopy it is observed that ID/IGValue is higher for EGCNTs than for

TGCNTs･ The high field emission performance of TGCNTs might be due to higher

crystal1inity and fewer defects compared to EGCNTs･ Again it has been observed･ from

SEM images that the average length of the nanotubes grown from turpentine oil is greater

than of those grown &om eucalyptus oil･ SEM images also indicate that the density of is

different for TGCNTs and EGCNTs. This indicates that the overall morphology of the

TGCNTs differ from the EGCNTs. Therefore one of the reasons for getting enhanced

{1eld emission performance in turpentine oil grown CNTs may also be due to the greater

length of the TGCNTs.
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5.4 Conclusion

We have presented a simple technique or growlng Well-aligned CNTs by uslng

cheap and eco-friendly precursors on Si substrate as low as 700 oC at atmospheric

pressure and studied their field electron emission properties･ Nature of the precursor

strongly affects graphitization and the field emission property of CNTs･ The observed

tum-on and threshold fleld of aligned CNTs, grown from turpentine oiland eucalyptus oil

was 1.7, 1.93 and 2.13, 2.9 V/pm, respectively. Raman spectroscopy revealed that IrJIGis

lower for TGCNTs than EGCNTs. The enhancement of fleld emission property of

TGCNTs is attributed to the improved crystallinity and greater length compared to the

EGCNTs. The natural precursor grown CNTs arrays using SlmPle spray pyrolysis method

will be useful for application in field emission displays. The spray pyrolysis method is so

simple, versatile and effective technique that it can be adopted in any laboratory for the

production of aligned CNTs &om eco-friendly precursors and their performance on field

electron emission
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Chapter 6

Bamboo-shaped aligned CNx nanotubes synthesized by

catalytic pyrolysis of monoethanolamine and their rleld

electron emission
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6.1 Introduction

Pure CNTs receive a continually growlng interest because of many potential

applications in nanoscale semiconductor devices [1],energy storage devices [2] and

hydrogen storage media [3].The increase of interest for this nanostructured material is

related to their unique mechanical and electronic properties [4,5].It has been predicted

that incorporation of nitrogen atom on CNTs slgnificantly changes their hardness,

electrical conductivity and chemical reactivity[6,7].CNx nanotubesare very important

material for nanoelectronics because their electronic properties can be controlled easily

by changlng the dopant concentration. The additional lone palr Of electrons on nitrogen

atom that acts as a donor with respect to the delocalized T【 System Of the hexagonal

framework can enhance the conducting property of CNx nanotubes [8].Incoq)oration of

nitrogen atom on CNTs modifies the structure of the CNTs and formlng mostly bamboo-

like stmcture.

Variety of growth techniques includi喝arC discharge 【9,10】,microwave plasma

enhanced chemical vapor deposition [11], magnetron sputtering [12], and catalytic

pyrolysis of organic precursors includes pyridine [13】,acetonitrile [14],triazine [15] etc･

have been reported to prepare CNx nanotubes･ CVD method offers most commercially

viable technique towards the formation of highly dense and well-aligned CNx nanotubes

by catalytic decomposition of suitable C伽sources･ CNx nanotubes are mainly

synthesized by uslng multi precursors･Lee et al･ grew bamboo-shaped CNTs by heating

the gas mixture of CxHy and NH3 0Ver the FeCl2･4H20 coated substrates [16]･ The

maximum dopant concentration was found to be 2-6 at･% over the temperature range
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900-1 100 oC. Ham et al. obtained bamboo-shaped CNTs by pyrolyzing C60mixedwith

ferrocene in ammonia [17]. Jang et al. prepared bamboo-shaped CNx nanotubes of

maximum 5 at.% of nitrogen by catalytic decomposition of C2H2/NH3 mixture on SiO2

substrates at 850 oC [18]･Recently, Wang and co-workers reported the vertically aligned

CNx nanotubes using the pyrolysis of iron phthalocyanine under the ammonia atmosphere

[19].Liu et all studied the effect of ammonia on nitrogen content and doping environment

of CNTs prepared by pyrolysis of pyridine and ferrocene [20].They showed that nitrogen

concentration and doping environment could be controlled by changlng the now rate of

ammonia･ They also showed that presence of ammonia not only increases the nitrogen

concentration on CNTs but also increases the pyridine-like nitrogen doping on CNTs.

Various study indicated that ammonia is an effective nitrogen source for synthesizing

CNx nanotubes･ It has been observed that ammonia was passed separately as a nitrogen

precursor with carbon feedstock to prepare CNx nanotubes and this process is quite

difficult･ Considering the above facts, we have suggested that precursor containing C-N

bond and which results ammonia a洗er decomposition at the growth temperature may be

more helpful to synthesize CNx nanotubes of high dopant concentration. In our case we

have chosen monoethanolamine as a C/N feedstock to prepare CNx nanotubes thatfu1fill

the above criteria･ Theoretical and experimental studies showed that incorporation of

nitrogen atom on CNTs enhances the local density of states near the Fermi level which in

turnimprove the field emission characteristics and emit electron at relatively lower fleld

[21
,22]･

The motivation of this study was to prepare well-aligned CNx nanotubes using a

simple precursor and studied their fleld electron emission.
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In this chapter, we have reported an efficient way to synthesize highly aligned nitrogen-

doped bamboo-shaped CNx nanotubes by catalytic pyrolysIS Of

monoethanolamine/ferrocene mixture over the temperature range 700-900 oC by CVD

method. Conflguration, structural characteristics, composition and thermal stability have

been investigated uslng electron microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS) and thermogravimetric analysis. Field emission measurements were

peめ-ed in a vacuum cba血ber at a pressure less than 3 × 10-9 Torr within U=Ⅴ-SE=

(JAMP-7100). The cathode consisted of as-grownCNx nanotubes on quartz substrate,

and anode was a polished stainless steel rod (1 mm in diaⅢ一eter).The distance between

cathode and anode was 300 pm and the gap distance was carefully monitored in-situ with

the aid of UHV-SEM. The macroscopic丘eld was detemined by dividing tbe叩plied

voltage by the sample-anode distance. To detect very low丘eld emission cuⅢ-ent at

respective applied voltages, the voltage drop on a 100 kfl series resistor connected to the

sample was monitored.

6.2 Experimental

The CNx nanotubes were synthesized by CVD technique uslng

monoethanolamine as carbon and nitrogen feedstock and ferrocene as a catalyst. Our

experimental set-up is a twoIStagefumace system fitted with a quartz tube (length:I m

and inner diameter: 25 mm). The tube was kept inside the two horizontal electric furnaces.

Commercial grade quartz and n-type silicon (100) of 1 cm x 1 cm was used as a substrate.

Before deposition of CNx nanotubes, substrates were cleaned ultrasonically by acetone
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followed by deionized water. Quartz and silicon substrate were placed in the quartz boat

and kept at the center of the second furnace. The reactor was purged uslng nitrogen flow

during heating up the furnace. Monoethanolamine/ferrocene mixture was sublimed in the

first furnace at the temperature of 100 oC. The sublimed vapor was carried by the flow of

nitrogen gas (100 cm3/min) into the second furnace. The temperature of the second

furnace was varied from 700-900 oC. The pressure inside the quartz reactor was held

constant at 1 atmosphere for all the experiments. The deposition time was kept for 60 min

followed by 10 min annealing at the reaction temperature. The reactor was cooled to

room temperature under nitrogen atmosphere and the as-grownmaterials were collected

f♭rcharacterization.

The as-grown CNx nanotubes were characterized by scannlng electron

microscopy (Hitacbi S-3000H, scanning electron microscope), transmission electron

microscopy (HITACHI HF 2000 with an acceleration voltage 200 kV), Raman

spectroscopy (JASCO, NRS-1500W, green laser with exciton wavelength of 532
nm),

X-

ray photoelectron spectroscopy (SSX-100 XPS spectrometer using AI Ka X-ray source

(1486.6 eV) under high vacuum condition of about 10-10 Torr, Ihermogravimetric analysis

(Rigaku, THERMOFLEX, TAS 300, TG 8101D, with a heating rate of 10 oC/min in
air).

6.3 Results and discussion

6.3.1 Morphologies of as-grown CNl nanOtubes

Fig･ 1a-c displays the SEM images of CNx nanotubes prepared uslng

monoethanolamine as C/N feedstock and ferrocene as a catalyst on quartz substrate at
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various CVD temperatures while other growth conditions are the same. SEM images

confirmed that the samples consisted of highlyordered arrays of MWNTs, with very low

amount of amorphous carbon･ Due to such high density, crowding effect and Van der

walls attraction between neighboring nanotubes, nanotubes deposited on substrate are

well aligned･ At lower temperature, for example, at 700 oC, the nanotubes are well

aligned and very dense･ The density and alignment decreases with increaslng the

deposition temperature which is clearly observed from SEM images. From SEM images

it is revealed that the length of the nanotubes grown at 700 and 800 oC does not change

significantly and at these two temperatures the length of the nanotubes has been found to

be about 20 pm. But the length of the nanotubes changes dramatically丘om 20 to about

100 pm with rising growth temperature from 800 to 900 oC. Fig. 1d shows SEM image of

CNx nanotubes deposited on Si(loo) substrate at 900 oC. The length of the as-prepared

carbon nanotubes was found to be approximately 50 pm.

Fig･ 2a shows the low resolution TEM image of as-grownCNx nanotubes of 5･8

at.% of nitrogen concentration prepared at 800 oC. TEM analysis indicated that nanotubes

mainly exhibited bamboo-like mom)hology ln Which nanotubes inside are separated into a

series of compartments. It has been observed from TEM analysis that the average

diameter of the nanotubes changes from
-15

nm to 60 nm with increaslng the deposition

temperature &om 700 to 900 oC･ From TEM observation itwas also revealed that the tube

mom)hology and graphitization is directly related to the growth temperature and the level

of dopant concentration･ The detailed structures of the bamboo-shaped CNx nanotubes

were examined by high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)･ Fig･ 2b-d

shows the HRTEM images of CNx prepared at 700, 800 and 900 oC respectively･
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Fig･ L･ SEM in,LZgeS
0/dS-grown

CN, nqnohJbes野hlhesizedol (a)700.C (a)BOO 'C fc)900 'C o〝
quorlz subslrqle･

(a)CN..朋〝Obbes on Si()00)subsqqle a1 900 'C CoTreSLIOndl'ng
mqgnlj;ed I'muges qTe Shown l'n inset

The outer wall ofCNx nanotubes prepared at 700 oC are more rough and waved over a

long range (Fig.2b), showing the lower degree ofcrystallineperfection in relative to the

nanotubes prepared at 800 and 900 oC (Fig. 2c and 2d). The compartment layerswithin

the tubes showed interlinked morphology. The reduced temperature (700 oC) yielded

bamboo-shaped CNx nanotubes of poor crystallized compatible layers in relative
to 800

and 900 oC, produced bamboo-shaped CNx nanotubes. At 900 oC, CNx nanotubes grown

on quartz substrate are shown to be more crystalline and less defective due to lighter
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nitrogen doping and high growth temperature. HRTEM image of silicon grown carbon

nanotubes showed bamboo-like morphology with some amorphous carbon coating ln

outer layer ornanotubes (Fig.2e).

6.3.2 Nitrogen content in the as-prepared CNx nanotubes

XPS analysis was carried out in order to detect the element content and bonding

environment of the as-grown CNx nanotubes grown at different temperatures･ Fig･ 3

shows the wide scan XPS spectra of as-grownCNx nanotubes and it shows the distinct C,

N and 0 1s peaks. The nitrogen concentration of asIPrePared samples were determined to

be 5.6, 5.8 and 4.8 at.% at 700, 800 and 900 oC respectively. The high intensity ofC Is

slgnal conflrmS the formation of carbonaceous material. To know the bonding

environment of the as-prepared CNx nanotubes, a deep analysis of C Is and N Is slgnals

were carried out in more details. The C Is peak of CNx nanotubes can be obseⅣed at

284.5, 285.5 and -288 eV. The peak at 284.5 eV indicates that carbon is mostly in the

form of graphite and assigned to sp2 aromatic hydrocarbons [23].The peak at 285.5 eV is

asslgned to sp3 tetrahedral carbon or C-N bond and the peak at -288 eV resulting from

the carbon bridging nitrogen atoms [24].The N Is spectrums of CNx nanotubes consist of

three distinct peaks: Nl at 398.3 eV, N2 at 400.5 eV and N3 at 404.4 eV･ The peak at Nl

and N2 areknown to represent "pyridinic" and "graphitic"-like structure respectively

【25-29].The peak at 404.4 eV is assigned to some oxidized N-species･ The 0 Is peak

appears at 532.3 eV might arise &om air adsorbed on the surface of the as-prepared CNx
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nanotubes. From XPS spectra nitrogen concentration of CNx nanotubes grown on silicon

substrate was calculated to be 6.6 at.%.

LTl.g12･ TEN+HRTEM Lm噂eS 0/CN,I nanotubes grown On q〟DTk s〟bsLTuLc aL a.ue,ent (e〝甲erOLures (a)I:EM jMge

o/CN. nq〝oLLLbesprepqredqL 800 T･ tIRTEM l'nlqgeS 0/CN,r 〝DnOlubes g,ow〝 o〝 q〟oTIz s〟bstrde ql (a)700.C (c)
800 qC (A)タ00'C･ (e)HRTEMLnwges ofCNr nDnO加bes grown on Si(ZOO) s〟bstrale alク00 T.
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6･3･3 The effect of temperature atld dopant concentration on the cTTStallinity of

CNx nanotubes

A Raman spectrum is an effective tool to evaluate the graphitization and

crystallinity of the asIPrePared CNx nanotubes･ The Ramanspectra of the as-grown CNx

nanotubes synthesized at different temperaturesare displayed in Fig･ 4･ The spectrum

shows mainly two bands called D-band and G-band. The G-band originatesfromanin-

plane oscillation of carbon atom in the sp2 graphene sheets･ The orlgln Of D-band has

been explained as degree of defects or dangling bonds contained in the sp2 arrangement

of graphene planes or lattice distortion. From Raman spectra it was observed that with

decreaslng temperature the D-band becomes stronger and broader. This indicates that
●

more defects and disorders are introduced as the growth temperature decreases. The

graphitization and crystallinity of the as-grown CNx nanotubes are determined by two

factors: growth temperature and nitrogen concentration on CNTs･ XPS result indicated

that with rising temperature from 700 to 800 oC, the nitrogen concentration
increases

from 5.6 to 5.8 at.%. But when temperature was increased from 800 to 900 oC, nitrogen

concentration on as-prepared CNx nanotubes decreases from 5.8 at.% to 4･8 at･%･ It is

obvious that CNx nanotubes prepared at higher temperature with low dopant

concentration shows high degree of crystallinity. The ratio of ID/IG Value can be taken as

crystalline order in the graphene planes where ID represents the intensity of the disordered

band and IG represents the intensityofthe graphitic band. As the value of IJIG increases,

more defects are introduced into the CNx nanotubes. With increaslng growth temperature

from 700 to 900 oC, the IJIG Value decreases from 1.10 to 0.92. This indicates that CNx
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nanotubes prepar?d at hightemperature containing low nitrogen concentration have high

degree of graphitization compared to CNx nanotl)bes prepared at low temperature･
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6.3.4 TheJ.mal stability of as-prepared CNx nanotubes

TGA and the derivative curve of the weight Loss (DTA) are o危en used to

investlgate the level of graphitization of as-prepared CNx nanotubes･ Fig1 5 shows the

TGA and corresponding DTA curve of asIPrePared CNx nanotubes synthesized at 7001

900 oC on quartz substrate･ TGA curves show thatthere is a mass loss of CNx nanotubes

below 300 oC for the sample prepared at 700 oC (Fig. 5a). This apparent mass toss is

attributed to the combustion of amorphous carborl inair. But there was no such mass loss

was found for CNx nanotubes prepared at 800 and 900 oC. This indicatesthat amorphous

carbon was rarely observed in these two specimens. The DTA curves of the as-grown

CNx nanotubes are shown in Fig. 5b. When the deposition temperature was increased
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from 700 to 800アC,there is a highershi氏ofDTA peak maxima from 438 to 452 oC･ The

higher shi氏ofDTA peak maxima indicates the higher thermal stability of CNx nanotubes

prepared at 800 oC compared to CNx prepared at 700 oC･ The DTA maxima shifted from

452 to 550 oCwith increase in CVD temperature舟om 800 to 900 oC･ This shi氏can be

explained in tens of higher degree or gr叩hitization and crystallinity of CNx n皿Otubes

synthesized at 900 oC, which is in agreement with HRTEM and Raman analysis･

6.3.5 Field emissionperformance ofCNx nanotubes

The field emission performance was carried out for CNx nanotubes grown over

quartz substrate at three different temperatures･ The field emission properties of the CNx

nanotubes depend upon various factors such as level of dopant concentration and overall

structure of the CNx nanotubes fllm which includes height, density, spaclng etC. The field

emission performance of CNx nanotubes prepared at 800 oC showed better results

compared to the CNx nanotubes grown at 700 and 900 oC･ The superior field emission

performance of the CNx nanotubes grownat 800 oC might be due to proper alignment and

higher level of dopant concentration on CNx nanotubes. Fig. 6 shows the field emission

characteristics of as-grown CNx nanotubes prepared at 800 oC. For reliability of data,

measurements were recorded fわur times: while increasing the voltage (1st up), while

decreasing the voltage (1stdown), and similarly again for the next cycle (2nd up and 2nd

down). The corresponding Fowler-Nordheim plot is shown in the inset or Fig. 6. The

turn-on and threshold field was found to be 1.6 and 2.3 V/pm, respectively for the CNx

nanotubes prepared at 800 oC. Here the turn-on field and threshold field were defined as
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the fields at which current densityreaches 10 pA/cm2 and 1 mAJcm2, ,especfively･ The

plot of ln(J/E2)versus l偲characteristics (insetofFig. 6) shows straight line, suggesting
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that the current indeed results from the field emission of the CNx nanotubes. Moreover,

CNx nanotubes indicate much higher emission current density at a low electric field (10

mA/cm2 af -3 V/pm), which is suitable to apply to various fleld emission devices.

In past, there are few studies of fleld electron emission of CNx nanotubes

synthesized by different techniques uslng different precursors. Recently, Srivastava et al.

studied the field emission behavior of CNx nanotubes. Field emission measurement of

CNx nanotubes indicated that turn10n and threshold fleld is in the range of 1.5-1.95 and

2.65-3.55 V/pm, respectively [11]. In our case the turn-on and threshold field was

obseⅣed to be 1.6 and 2.3 V小m, respectively. Wang et al. measured the丘eld electron

emission of CNx nanotubes and they observed that the CNx nanotubes began to emit

electrons at an electric field of l･5 V/pm, and current densities of 80 pA/cm2 have been

realized at an applied fleld as low as 2.6 V/pm [19].Similarly Che et al. showed superior

丘eld emission characteristics of horizontally aligned CNTs and it was丘)und that the

turn-on field of the CNx nanotubes is at least
-2

V/pm less and the field conversion factor

under low bias voltage is about four times more than that of the CNTs [30].The field

electron emission behavior of our CNx nanotubes is comparable or even better with some

of the earlier published reports [11,19].Such a nice field emission performance of the

CNx nanotubes synthesized at 800 oC might be due to high nitrogen concentration and

suitable density of the as-grown CNx nanotubes on substrate. The results demonstrate that

monoethanolamine is an effective precursor for growlng highly dense and aligned CNx

nanotubes and their performance on field electron emission･ Such nanomaterials might be

a promlSlng material for rleld electron emission applications.
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tn summary, highly aligned bamboo-shaped CNx nanotubes were synthesized via

pyrolysIS Of monoethanolamine/ferrocene mixture inthe temperature range 700-900 OCI

The difrlCulty of uslng multi precursors during CVD can be avoided easily uslng

monoethanolamine as a slngle CrN feedstock to grow aligned bambooIShaped CNx

nanotubes･ Again during deposition monoethanolamine decomposes to form ammonia

which is very effective
for growing CNx nanotubesI HRTEMand Raman spectroscopy

reveals that degree of graphitization increases withincreasingthe grow払temperature･

xps results revealed that three differenttypes of nitrogen atomsare present in the asI

prepared material･ The as-grown CNx nanotubes show superior field emission

characteristics and high current density at low fleld (tum･on field: 1
･6

V/pm, thresho一d
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field: 2.3 V/pmand maximum current density: 10 mA/cm2 al -3 V/pm). The results

demonstrate that monoethanolamine isaneffective precursor for growing CNx nanotubes

and such nanomaterials might be a promlSlng material for field electron emission

applications･ For further exploitation of this promlSlng material as an FEE source,

dぬiled study or the morphology and dopant concentration of the emitters wi一l be

neCeSSary･
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Chapter 7

Growth of Y-junction bambooIShaped CNx nanotubes

and their field electron emission
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7.1 IntrodⅦction

CNTs with junction are likely to be a basic building unit for nanoelectronic

devices. This kind of junctionmaterial show novel mechanical [1],electrical [2] and

thermal [3]properties. Andriotis et al. postulated that Y-junctionnanotubes may exhibit

the gating behavior characteristics of transistors [4] and this prediction was proved by

Rao and his co-workers [5].This kind of material is difficult to synthesize than the

normal CNTs. The first synthesis ofY-junction
CNTs was reported in 1995 by a catalytic

arc discharge method 【6].Since then, varieties of method have been developed to

synthesize YJunction CNTs. YJunction CNTs are synthesized by Y-sh叩ed nanochannel

alumina templates in the presence of cobalt particles [7],CVD method [8-13],reduction

of hydrocarbon in stainless autoclave [14] etc･

The doping of CNTs with nitrogen atom is a practical and effective ways to tailor

their electronic properties･ Incorporation of nitrogen atom on CNTs changes electrical

properties and chemical reactivity of CNTs 【15,16】･CNx nanotubes render them n-type

material regardless of仙be chirality [17] and nitrogen in doped CNTs act as a donor･ In

particular, CNx nanotubes are effective field emitter and it has been proved that CNx

nanotubes show lower tum-on and higher current density than undoped CNTs [18】･Like

unbranched CNTs, Y-junctionnitrogen-doped carbon nanotubes (Y-CNx) are also one of

the promlSlng materials in the upcoming
field of nanoelectronics･ There are few reports

available in the literature on the synthesis of Y-CNx nanotubes･ Deepak et al･ synthesized

y-cNx nanotubes by pyrolysis or a Ni-phthalocyanine and thiophene mixture and studied
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their electronic properties [19].The main focus of the current research was to prepare Y-

CNx nanotubesand their application in fleld electron emission･

up to now, several me也ods such as arc discharge 【20],microwave plasma

enhanced chemical vapor
deposition [21],magnetron sputtering [22],and CVD method

have been carried out to synthesize CNx nanotubes [23].Among these methods, CVD

method is the preferred technique for low cost production of CNTs･ CNx nanotube is

mainly synthesized by catalytic pyrolysis of multi feedstock which has been discussed in

our earlier chapter･ Lee et al･ synthesized CNx nanotubes by pyrolysis of C2H2皿d NH3

using Fe(CO)5 aS Fe catalyst [24] and they confirmed that ammonia is an effective

nitrogen source for doping of CNTs･ Jang et all prepared bamboo-shaped CNx nanotubes

of maximum 5 at･% of nitrogen by catalytic decomposition of C2H2伽H3 mixture on SiO2

substrates at 850 oC [25]. Ham et al. obtained bamboo-shaped CNx nanotubes by

pyrolyzing C60 mixed with
ferrocene in ammonia [26]･Wang and co-workers synthesized

the vertically aligned CNx nanotubes by pyrolysis of iron phthalocyanine under the

ammonia atmosphere [18].Liu et al. studied the effect of ammonia on nitrogen content

and doping environment of CNTs prepared by pyrolysis ofpyridine and ferrocene [27]･It

has been proved that ammonia is an effective nitrogen source for preparlng CNx

nanotubes. It has been obseⅣed that in every case ammonia gas was passed separately as

a nitrogen precursor with carbon feedstock to prepare CNx nanotubes･ In the present

investigation, we have chosen monoethanolamine as a C伽feedstock to prepare YICNx

nanotubes. The main advantage of uslng mOnOethanolamine is that during the growth

condition it decomposes to produce ammonia which might be very effective for

incorporation of high nitrogen concentration on CNTs.
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A variety of growth mechanisms have been proposed to explain the formation of

y-junctionCNTs. Luo et al. proposed that when CNTs with metal particle collide from

different direction (Fig.1) that leads to formation of CNTs
ofdifferentjunctions[28]･
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Tsai et al･ described the growth as a welding process･ The nanoparticles on the top of the

cNTs may merge into one because or su血ce tension and a洗er that the joiningCNTs

grow steadily to form junctionCNTs [29]･The schematic diagram of the mechanism of

formation ofY-CNTs proposed by Heyning et al･ is shown in Fig･ 2 [30]･
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wht'te growing the back-bone I(pTgUWLh･ (a,e)乃e seq〟e"ce仇c)
is TePealed unh'L the growth o/1he whote加be is

ler〝Iinoled
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1n this chapter, we have reported an efficient way to synthesize Y-CNx nanotubes

on GaAs substrate using a SIngle feedstock by thermal CVD method and studied their

fie)d electron emission performance･ To the best of our knowledge this is the first

approach to synthesize Y-CNx nanotubes by cataJytic pyrolysis of

monoethanolamine/ferrocene mixture on GaAssubstrate. The development of new idea

to grow yICNx nanotubes over GaAssubstrate uslng mOnOethanolamine as a CnV

feedstock would be significant for further investigation in this field･

7.2 ExperimentaI

cNx nanotubes
were prepared by catalytic pyrolysis of monoethanolamine

(NH2CH2CH20H) and ferrocenemixture at 950 oC pressure by CVD nlethod･ The

schematic diagram of the CVD system is shown in Fig･ 3･

F,'g. 3. Schen,alLc dingTam
0/CUD systenL
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The CVD system consists of two electricfurnaces, one is preheaterand other is growth

reactor. GaAs substrate was ultrasonically cleaned by acetone fわllowed deionized water.

The cleaned substrate was kept in the quartz boat and placed at the middle of the growth

reactor. Before switch on the furnaces, nitrogen gas was purged for few minutes to expel

out the air inside the quartz tube･ Monoethanolamine/ferrocene mixture was vaporized at

100 oC in the preheater and pyrolyzed at 950 oC in the second furnace (growth reactor)

under nitrogen atmosphere (now rate: 100
cm3/min)･

After 90 min, the fumaces were

switched off and allowed to cool to room temperature under nitrogen atmosphere･ The

deposited material was characterized by SEM, TEM and XPS and Raman spectroscopy

analysis･ Field emission measurements were per丘)-ed
in a vacuum chamber at a

pressure less than 3 x 10-9 Torr within UHV-SEM (JAMP17100)･ The cathode consisted

of as-grown CNx nanotube on GaAssubstrate, and anode was a polished stainless steel

rod (1 mm in diameter).The distance between cathode and anode was 300 pm･

7.3 Results and discussion

7.3.1 Electronmicroscopy analysis

Fig. 4 shows the scanning electron microscopy image (Hitachi S-3000H, scanning

electron microscope) of as-synthesized Y-CNx nanotubes. Both normal and branched

cNTs were observed in the as-prepared material. There is also combination of junctions,

for example a Y-junctionis connected to another Y-junction(Fig･ 4b)･ SEM images

clearly show that metal particle oRen present at the tip or outside of the tip of the

nanotubes. Due to the presence of metal particle at the tip, the as-grown nanotubes can be
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purified easily bymiId acid treatment for devices fabrication. Inset of Fig･ 4a shows Y-

cNx nanotubes ofnon uniform branches diameter･ Detail interior structure of the Y-CNx

nanotube was investigated by TEM (HITACHI HF 2000with an acceleration voltage 200

kV) and itwas shown in Fig･ 5･

ng. 4. SEW i喝eS
0/(a)

Y-CN. "qnoLbbcs g,ow" Qn Gh4s subs〟ale･ L〝sd shows Y-CNIO/non un'loml
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ng. 5. TEN J'桝呼eS 0/
Y-CN. nonoLybes w肋bDn･boo Like加du,e wjLh eon'pq加enLg'own

on GdB S〟bsL'qle (a)

wLlh Lwo ope月 ended qhd (A)w肋no仇elqLpodcteJ"eSC〟Ce i" Lhej-etjon o/1J)enunolube･

Bamboo-like nanotubeswith well separated compartments was observed &om TEM

analysis (Fig.5a and 5b). It was realized that the observation of bamboo-like morphology

was due to也母 doping ornitrogen in the CNx [31].From TEM images, itis also noted that
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no catalyst particles are present at the junctionof CNTsand two ends of the junction

nanotubes are opened (Fig. 5a and 5b)･ This gives an indication that during the growth

process catalyst particle pushed away from the tip and come outside of the tube and

makes the tube open ended･ It was observed that catalyst particle li氏offfrom the

substrate during the grow也of CNx･ We speculated that during the growth process

catalyst particle move upwardand
divided into two parts･ These two particles were

moved
forward in different direction and incorporation of carbon clusters forms the Y-

cNx nanotubes. If the catalyst particle comes outside of the tube, the formation of

-----

[
Fl'g. 6. Sche〝はLic repTeSenlqLion o/ Y-CNx gTOWLh sequences･

nanotubes will be terminated. The schematic diagram of the proposed mechanism is

depicted in Fig･ 6･
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7･3･2 XPS atLalypis of as-grown CNI DanOtut)eS

The composition of the CNx nanotubes was determined by XPS (SSX-100 XPS

spectrometer) analysis. The XPS spectrum of the sampleindicated that product consists

or carbon, nitrogen and small amount or oxygen･
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The oxygen peak might arise &om air adsorbed atthe specimen surface (not shown here)･

C Is and N Is spectrum ofCNx nanotube is shown in Fig･ 7a and 7b respectively. The C

Ispeak was observed at 284･6 and 285･6 eV･ The peak at 284･6 eV indicates that carbon

is mostly in the form of graphite [32] and the peak at 285･6 eV indicates the presence of

C-N bond [33]. The N Ispeak at 398.4 eV and 401.1 eV is ascribed due to the

"pyrjdinjc" and "graphitic" nitrogen, respectively [34]. From XPS analysis nitrogen

concentration on CNx nanotubes was estimated to be 7.8 at.% and the nitrogen

concentration is higher thanthe earlier reported value [24,25].
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7.3.3 Raman spectroscopy analysis of as-synthesi2:ed CNx nanotubes

Raman spectroscopy lS an effective way to evaluate the quality of the as-prepared

cNx nanotubes･ Fig･ 8 shows the Raman spectra of as-grown CNx nanotubes･ The

spectrum shows two bands at ca･ 1355 cmll (D-band) and ca･ 1590 cm-1 (G-band)･ The D-

band corresponds to the defects and disordered in the graphene sheets･ The G-band is

attributed to the well graphitized CNTs [35].The intensity ratio of D-band and G-band

determines the quality of the CNTs･ For CNx nanotubes ID/IG Was found to be
-1

･
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7.3.4 Field emission behavior of CNI nanOtubes

The emission current density versus electric field curve of as-grown CNx

nanotube is shown in Fig･ 9･ The tum-on field, corresponding to the current density of 10

pA/cm2 is l･6 V/pm and threshold rleld, which correspond to the current density of 1

mA/cm2 is 2.63 V/pm･ The maximum current density was found to be 2 mA/cm2 at -3
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v/pm･ Inset of the Fig1 9 shows F-N p一ot.The emission characteristics were comparable

or better thanthose reported for CNx nanotubes [18,21】･The YICNx nanotubes grown on

GaAs substrateare quite advantBLgeOuS tO reduce the screenlng effect because of

sufncient distance between the adjacent
CNTs.
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The yield of Y-CNx nanotube is still low and we believe that proper adjustment of

reaction conditions, 1t is possib)e to increase the selectivity of Y-junctionN-doped

nanotubes. ForfiJrther exploitation of this promislng material as a field electron emission

source, detailed study would provide a more details ofrole of junction nanotubes.
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7.4 Conclusion

Bamboo-shaped Y-CNx of 7･8 at･% nitrogen concentration were synthesized by

pyrolysis of monoethanolamine and ferrocene mixture at 950 oC on GaAs substrate･ The

use of single feedstock as a C/N feedstock to prepare the Y-CNx nanotubes makes the

reaction simplerand feasible. Field emission measurements indicated that as-grown CNx

nanotubes are very effective for fleld electron emission･ The as-grown CNx nanotubes on

GaAs showed good field emission characteristics with turn-on and threshold field is 1
･6

and 2.63 V小m, respectively and maximum current density was obseⅣed 2･2 mAノcm2 al

-3
V/pm･ Thus Y-CNx nanotube grown on GaAs substrate was thought to be qulte

promlSlng aS field electron emission source･
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Chapter 8

Summary and suggestionsforfuture work
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8.1 Summary of the present work

Recently undoped CNTs/CNFs and doped CNTs have created a much attention

due to their unlque Physicaland chemical propertiesand potential application
in various

devices･ This thesis mainly dealswith the synthesis of undoped CNTs/CNFsand CNx

nanotubesfrom conventionaland unconventionalprecursors and their application in field

electron devices. Till date, CNTs and CNFs have been synthesized by uslng di飴rent

precursors (mainly organic precursors).
Natural precursors grownCNTs showed its

importance due to their advantages over conventional precursors. The natural precursors

are regenerative, easily available and no chance of shortage in the comlng future. The

synthesis of CNTs/CNFs from natural precursors is very rare. Recent studies indicated

that natural precursor grownCNTs are very effective for field electron emission. Here we

described the synthesis of vertically aligned CNTsfrom turpentine oil and eucalyptus oil

by simple spray pyrolysis method. The result showed that the nanotubes grown from

natural precursors are superior for fleld electron emission. We also successfully

synthesized CNFsfrom tug)entine oil uslng ferrocene as dissolved catalyst and sulfur as a

promoter･

Not only undoped but doped CNTs are also very effective material for

nanodevices. Till date, people synthesized CNx nanotubesus1ng a Slngle and multi

precursors. I have been successfully synthesized vertically aligned CNx nanotubes uslng a

slngle and multi feedstock･ For synthesis of CNx nanotubes using multi feedstock, we

used turpentine oil as one of the carbon source. The uslng Of natural precursor over

organic precursor as a carbon feedstock is advantageous which is described earlier･
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Results showed that turpentine oil is also effective precursor for synthesizing CNx

nanotubes. CNx nanotubes were synthesized by a slngle feedstock, monoethanolamine,

on various substrates (silicon,quartz, GaAs) and studied their electron field emission･ It

has been proved that ammonia isaneffective precursor toincorporate nitrogen on CNTs･

However, literature reports indicated that mostly ammonia gas was passed separately

with carbon precursor to synthesize CNx nanotubes･ This make the process little bit

difficult. Instead of uslng ammonia as a separate source we have chosen a precursor

which itself produces ammonia aRer decomposition at high temperature･

Monoethanolaminefulfill this requirement. At high temperature it decomposes to

produce ammonia that helps to incoq)orate nitrogen on CNTs easily･ It has been observed

that monoethanolamine is a suitable precursor to synthesize highly doped CNx nanotubes

by simple CVD method･ CNx n皿Otubes have predicted as possible candidates f♭r

nanosized electronic, photonic devices and mechanical materials in the future

applications･ CNx nanotubes grown from monoethanolamine exhibited nice fleld

emission characteristics with tum-on and threshold field are in the literature report range

or better than that value. This indicates that monoethanolamine might be a suitable

precursor to grow CNx nanotubes for future field electron devices･ The dissertation is

summarized below.

Chapter 2 to 7 illustrates the synthesis and characterization of undoped

CNTs/CNFs and CNx nanotubes by spray pyrolysis and CVD method and their

叩plication in丘eld elec廿on emission.

SWNTs were prepared by catalytic decomposition of tug)entine oil and

eucalyptus oil over Fe-Co and Fe-Mo/zeolite catalyst by slmPle spray pyrolysis method at
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850 oC at atmospheric pressure･ The result showed that like conventional precursor,

turpentine oiland eucalyptus oil is also suitable hydrocarbons for SWNTs synthesis･

CNFs were synthesized from turpentine oil uslng Sulfur as a promoter and

ferrocene as dissolved catalyst by spray pyrolysis method. Results indicated that sulfur

plays a profound role to promote or inhibit the growth of CNFs. It has been observed that

up to ceぬin concentration of su血r, it promote the growth of CNFs. But血e yield or

CNFs is very less at high concentration of sulfur which is due to poison OfFe catalyst.

CNx nanotubes have been synthesized using multi feedstock (turpentineoil and

4-tert-butylpyridine)on silicon and quartz substrate by spray CVD method･ The nitrogen

concentration on silicon and quartz was found to be I.6 and 2 at.%, respectively. It was1

observed that CNx nanotubes grown on silicon substrate are well graphitized and

thermally stable compared to the nanotubes grownon quartz substrate.

Vertically aligned CNTs were deposited on silicon substrate by catalytic

pyrolysis of turpentine oil and eucalyptus oil by spray pyrolysis method･ CNTs grown

from turpentine oil are more graphitized than the CNTs grown from eucalyptus oil･ The

field emission measurement showed that tuq)entine oil grownCNTs are better field

emitter than eucalyptus oil grownCNTs. This is mainly attributed to the higherdegree of

crystallinityand greater length of turpentine oil grown CNTs compared to the CNTs

groⅥⅦfrom eucalyptus oil･

The well-aligned CNx nanotubes were grown on silicon and quartz substrate

丘om a single
feedstock (monoethanolamine) using iron as a catalyst at different

temperatures･ The CNx nanotubes grownon quartz substrate have been studied

extensively･ It is observed that alignment gradually decreases with increaslng the
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deposition temperature･ The as-grown CNx nanotubes material showed nice fleld

emission behavior.

GaAssubstrate was found to be one of the important semiconducting materials

for the synthesis of CNx nanotubes･ Y-CNx nanotubes with 7･8 at･% of nitrogen were

prepared on GaAs substrate from monoethanolamine by simple CVD method･ The Y-

CNx nanotubes grown on GaAs substrate are good field emitter with a turn-on and

thresholdfield of l･6 and 2･63 V/pm, respectively･ Our result demonstrates that Y-CNx

nanotubes can be suitable to fabricate field emitter for various {leld emission devices.

8.2 Suggestions for future work

To synthesize DWNTs by simple spray pyrolysis method and their

application in fleld electron emission.

To synthesize nitrogen-doped SWNTs and DWNTs from a slngle

feedstock: monoethanolamine and studied their field electron

emission properties.

The detail comparison or丘eld electron emission of nitrogen-doped

SWNTs, DWNTs and MWNTs will be carried out.

To synthesize boron and alkali metal doped CNTs by simple and

inexpensive spray pyrolysis method and their application in field

electron emission.

To synthesize nitrogen-doped CNFs and the comparison of field

emission properties with undoped CNFs will be studied.
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